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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Political Satirist Takes Up the Fight Against Tyranny

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

CJ Hopkins, a playwright, novelist and columnist describes the two phases of

implementation of the Great Reset as an initial shock-and-awe phase, followed by a

more insidious reprogramming phase in which we’re trained to accept our lot as

subjugated slaves within a totalitarian control system

"

Phase 2 includes the implementation of a segregation system based on vaccination

requirements

"

In the U.S., 14 states have implemented laws banning the requirement of vaccine

passports to prevent a two-tier society from forming. In Europe, however, due to the

smaller sizes of each country, it’s easier to impose ideological uniformity

"

The lifting of mask mandates for vaccinated individuals is a strategy to coerce

compliance with vaccination. Being coerced into compliance in order to “regain” basic

human freedom is no freedom at all

"

It’s crucial to push back against all efforts to implement social segregation of

unvaccinated individuals. You do this with peaceful civil disobedience, and insisting

on not being discriminated against

"
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In this interview, CJ Hopkins, an American playwright, novelist and columnist who

currently resides in Berlin, Germany, discusses the implementation of the globalist

plan for a new normal, also known as the Great Reset. The Urst year or two of Phase

1, Hopkins describes as the “shock-and-awe” phase.

“It's pretty classic,” he says. “It's the hysteria that was rolled out right at the

beginning of [the COVID-19 pandemic]. We had the fake pictures of people

dropping dead in the streets in China, and they were advertising a 3.4% death

rate. Hundreds of millions of people were going to die.

States of emergency were declared. I covered all of this with citations in my

early columns. Basically, a police state was rolled out and everyone was

locked down. Here in Europe, the police were arresting people for being

outside without permission. Neighbors started reporting their neighbors for

going outdoors without a mask or beyond curfew.

That was pretty much the whole Qrst year. This was really shock and awe. It

feels like now we're moving into Phase 2 with the rollout of a social

segregation system and vaccine passes. In a lot of ways, I feel like Phase 2 is

going to be more insidious than Phase 1 was.”

What’s in Store for Phase 2?

While hesitant to predict what’s to come, Hopkins fears some version of the intended

social segregation system will be implemented despite public pushback. “That really

concerns me,” he says. Even partial implementation can be enough to get the

proverbial foot in the door, so to speak, to allow a fuller implementation to occur later

on.

In the U.S., resistance by certain states is encouraging. So far, 14 states have

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/02/02/the-great-reset-and-build-back-better.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/03/22/ibm-moderna-health-passport.aspx
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implemented laws banning the requirement of vaccine passports to prevent a two-tier

society from forming. In Europe, however, due to the smaller sizes of each country, it’s

easier to create the ideological uniformity required to impose these systems, so what

happens there remains to be seen. When asked how he’s structuring his resistance to

the plan for global tyranny, Hopkins replies:

“The main way is through my ‘Consent Factory’ columns. My essays. And

through the ‘Consent Factory’ on social media. I try to whip up as much

resistance and create as much awareness as I can and urge people to spread

that and do the same. That's what I do. My medium is words.

On a personal level, I think it's really important not to cooperate with the

system. For example, in Germany, they're rolling out a segregation system so

that if I want to go to a restaurant, a café, a nonessential store or attend the

theater, I need to present either a proof of vaccination or a negative test

within 24 hours to enter these establishments.

I think it's really important for those of us who are pushing back against this,

to not play along. I'm going to try to go to the restaurants. I'm going to try to

enter the stores.

And I want to make the people who have been made responsible for the

system, I want to make them eject me, and I want to politely but loudly make

it clear: ‘You're ejecting me from your establishment because I'm not

conforming to this insane ideological program.’ Hopefully, if a lot of people do

this, enough social friction can be created and build resistance to it.”

Coerced Compliance Is Not a Return of Freedom

In the U.S., the lifting of mask mandates for vaccinated individuals only appears to be

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/08/protests-against-vaccine-passports.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/31/pandemic-face-mask.aspx
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part of the more insidious style we can expect in Phase 2. In essence, it’s just another

strategy to coerce compliance with vaccination. “Get the vaccine and you can have

your freedom; you can go back to normal,” is the idea here.

But it’s a false freedom. Being coerced to comply with the demand to be a guinea pig

for an experimental gene therapy in order to “regain” basic human freedom is hardly

freedom.

“This is what I mean by I think Phase 2 is going to be more insidious than

Phase 1, because that's exactly right. We're getting this carrot-and-stick

stuff,” Hopkins says. “Joe Biden and Hillary Clinton came out and tweeted,

‘Get vaccinated or wear a mask.’ That's it. These are the choices ...

My sense is the mask regulations will probably be the last thing to go here in

Germany. Clearly, the masks, I think, were the primary means of generating

the appearance of an apocalyptic plague that is threatening the very fabric of

society. When people take off their masks, the illusion will just evaporate.”

Suffocating Censorship Abounds

As in the U.S., Germany and virtually all other countries are experiencing severe

censorship of anything COVID-19 related. Hopkins describes the situation as

“suffocating,” saying “it's been one of the most impressive and frightening

experiences that I can remember.”

Very quickly, the German media, government and entertainment industry started

marching in lockstep. Gleichschaltung is a German word that harkens back to the

Nazi regime. Gleich means “the same” and schaltung means “to switch.”

“What it means is basically synchronizing all aspects of culture, messaging

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/03/16/mrna-vaccine-gene-therapy.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/04/newsguard-disinformation-campaign.aspx
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and ideology in the society to make everything absolutely uniform and to

eliminate all dissent,” Hopkins explains. “Of course, this is what the Nazis

did, and this is exactly what I have witnessed here.

It happened almost instantly, in the spring of 2020. And it has been

absolutely suffocating. Anyone protesting, questioning or challenging the

occial narrative has been demonized as a far-right conspiracy theorist, an

anti-Semitic extremist. It's been really intense.”

How Did We Get Here?

For many, myself included, the current reality is beyond surreal. It’s like living in a

nightmare, hoping to wake up at any moment. How did we get here? Hopkins offers

his personal take on the situation:

“I started writing political satire and commentary back in 2016. I did that

because I got interested in the Donald Trump phenomenon. I'm not a fan of

Donald Trump personally, but something new was happening and it caught

my attention.

What I covered all during the Trump years was this unauthorized president

got elected and it felt to me like this was part of a broader populist pushback

against whatever you want to call it — global capitalist ideology is what I call

it — and what we've been living with for the last 30 years since the fall of the

Soviet Union ...

Suddenly around 2016, there was Brexit and Trump and various reactionary

populist movements rising up in Europe. It interested me. Here's some

resistance against the new ideology.
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What I watched, what I described in my columns and in my books, was the

system, the entire global system, and this is where it gets too simplistic to

talk about because it's not a bunch of capitalists sitting in a room, scheming

and plotting all this out. It's the system reacting to this insurgency, to this

sort of populist rebellion inside of it.

And what they did is very clear. They made an example of Trump. They

demonized him. They demonized everybody who put him in occe. Really

polarized society so that you were either a good Democrat or you were a

white supremacist, racist, neo-Nazi monster. They did this for four years solid

and, of course, it all culminated in 2020 when they removed Trump from

occe and then had the big spectacle of ‘restoring normality.’

I can't help but see the rollout of the ‘new normal’ and this whole narrative,

this introduction, of what I see as a more totalitarian version of global

capitalist society. I see this in that same context.

A point that I always make about this is the lockdowns were the big thing in

the beginning, right? And for most of the last year. Where does the concept of

lockdown come from? Well, it comes from prisons. And when do you lock the

prisoners down? You lock them down when they're rebelling, when they're

rioting.

And you do it to remind them, ‘Hey, you're in prison, and we can lock you

down and impose any type of measures on you that we want, any time we

want, until you start toeing the line.’ I cannot help but see what we've been

through during this past year as part of that lesson that the ruling

establishment, the system itself, is teaching us …

There's a book that I recommend to everyone — especially to true believers if
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any of them are watching and they still have just a little bit of an open mind —

by Milton Mayer, called ‘They Thought They Were Free.’ He was here in

Germany in the 1930s as the Nazis came to power, as this ideological

synchronization was rolled out. And what he describes mirrors almost exactly

what we've been experiencing.

The context is completely different. It's not a political ideology that's being

rolled out [now]. But just the introduction of this occial narrative, this occial

ideology, and the coercion and implementation of police measures and the

abrogation of the constitution [is the same as back then].

And people's reactions to it and nonreactions to it. How it was all

implemented step by step by step, the old ‘how to boil a frog’ thing. If you

read that and compare it to what we've been through for the last year, it's just

horrifying.”

What Can We Do?

The book, “They Thought They Were Free,” is available as a free PDF download here.

Now, if what we’re experiencing is subjugation training, how can we most effectively

resist it? Certainly, we need to spread the word and collaborate with friends and

neighbors, because if they’re listening to the mainstream media, they’re not getting

this at all.

To me, one of the most frightening parts of this are the attempts to coerce people into

getting vaccinated with an experimental gene therapy. What’s happening is absolute

100% illegal and a clear violation of the Nuremberg Code, because the only way you

can give informed consent to anything is to have both sides of the story.

But they are only presenting one side. Anything that opposes their narrative is

https://blindhypnosis.com/they-thought-they-were-free-the-germans-1933-45-pdf.html
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immediately censored. People with any kind of following on social media are simply

deplatformed. As a result, people have no idea what they’re getting themselves into.

Clearly, we have to realize that this is a long-term game. The globalists, the

technocratic elite who are running this nightmare simulation, have been organizing

and planning its execution for decades. They’re not bying by the seat of their pants.

They have a long-term game plan, and we need to establish one too, even if, for the

moment, we’re lagging behind.

“I think you're absolutely right and this is why I brought up that term,

Gleichschaltung, this synchronization,” Hopkins says. “It's very clear to me, to

you, to those of us who have been paying attention, the intensity of the effort

to silence discussion. To silence dissent. To silence questioning.

To present this uniform ideological narrative … and there's no room in it for

questioning, for argument, for a discussion. If you question it, you are

absolutely demonized. It makes it really diccult to communicate. I'm a

satirist, so I think I kind of slip through the lines because maybe the censors

don't know if I’m serious or not.

It's more diccult for people who are just trying to present facts and

information because they're getting completely shut out. I think we have to

continue to try to do it no matter what. I think it's important to repeatedly

present the facts.

To repeatedly point out what happened at the beginning of this — All the

propaganda. All the false information. Where [the virus] came from. The

models. The way the PCR tests were used to generate the appearance that

suddenly, perfectly healthy people became medical cases.”
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How a Real-World Pandemic Simulation Was Created

That last point is an important one. We now know, rather unequivocally, that we did

not have a lethal pandemic as much as we had a casedemic, meaning a pandemic of

false positive tests.

The vast majority were perfectly healthy, but because the PCR tests were run at a

ridiculously and indefensibly high cycle threshold (CT), they picked up dead

fragments of the virus, resulting in false positives. Medicine as we know it was

suddenly turned on its head, and these healthy individuals were deemed “sick” based

on bawed testing and nothing else.

“ The official narrative violates just about
everything we know about medicine and science. And
they did it simply by redefining terms.”

Once actual death counts dropped, mainstream media reverted from bashing death

statistics to “case” statistics, thereby making it appear as though the pandemic was

raging, even as hospitals remained empty of COVID-19 patients.

“It’s so frustrating because you can't get this through to people who are true

believers,” Hopkins says. “First of all, the test was never meant to be

diagnostic of illness. But the fact that you could turn this test up to 40, 50

cycles, and suddenly people who were perfectly healthy, with no symptoms of

illness whatsoever, became medical cases.

The next step, of course, was to use that to inkate the deaths. Then people

who were dying in hospitals, they didn’t have to be dying of [some other]

illness anymore. If they were tested and the PCR test showed they had been

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/19/covid-testing-fraud-fuels-casedemic.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/02/26/pcr-test-false-positive-rate.aspx
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infected, then they were COVID deaths. And then those statistics were

exploded. They basically redeQned traditional established scientiQc and

medical knowledge.”

That too is a key point. The oecial narrative violates just about everything we know

about medicine and science. And they did it simply by redeUning terms. The World

Health Organization redeUned the word “pandemic.” The medical term “case” was

redeUned, as was the deUnition of a “COVID death.” They’ve redeUned the term “herd

immunity” and even the term “anti-vaxxer.”

According to Merriam-Webster, an “anti-vaxxer” is now anyone who opposes

vaccination or simply disagrees with vaccine mandates. Based on this loosened

deUnition, an estimated 79% of Americans are now anti-vaxxers.  Most recently, they

redeUned what a “breakthrough case” is among the vaccinated.

It’s All About Manipulating Statistics

Those who deUne the terms control the narrative. Simply by redeUning what

constitutes illness, they’re able to dial the pandemic up and down at will. On the day

President Biden was inaugurated, the pandemic was dialed back by the WHO simply

lowering the recommended CT. By then, the vaccination program had begun, and to

make the vaccines appear effective, the caseload needed to decline.

Unfortunately, breakthrough cases started appearing, meaning fully vaccinated

individuals were being hospitalized for COVID-19. So, the U.S. Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention changed the deUnition of a breakthrough case and lowered

the recommended CT when testing fully vaccinated individuals.

The CDC no longer records mild or asymptomatic infections in vaccinated individuals

as “COVID cases.” The only cases that now count as COVID cases — if the patient has

1

2

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/03/22/who-pandemic-definition.aspx
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been vaccinated against COVID-19 — are those that result in hospitalization or

death.  And, like magic, the vaccine effectiveness got a boost. Breakthrough cases

dropped by several thousand overnight, from 10,262 (as of April 30, 2021)  to 3,016

(as of June 1, 2021).

Meanwhile, if you’re unvaccinated and come down with a mild case, or if you test

positive at a higher CT and have no symptoms, you still count as a COVID case. So,

we now have this remarkably unscientiUc and illogical situation where testing rules

and deUnitions of illness vary depending on whether the patient is vaccinated or

unvaccinated!

There’s only one reason for doing something as unprecedented as this, and that is to

manipulate statistics. This allows the CDC to inbate the caseload among

unvaccinated people and minimize breakthrough cases among the vaccinated. The

end result is that unvaccinated people will appear more prone to infection, even

though they’re not, and the vaccines will appear far more protective than they actually

are.

“The reason it is so diccult to resist is [because] this simulation has been

created through all of these means that we're talking about, and the people

who believe in this simulation — I've likened them to cult members — there's

no shaking their belief in this,” Hopkins says.

“I think it's important, nonetheless, to keep confronting them and presenting

these facts to everybody. The other [strategy] is on a personal level, just as I

was saying before.

I think it's crucial that those of us who are not true believers in this new

ideology continue to try to live according to reality, and refuse to reify it,

refuse to behave according to these rules that are being imposed.

3,4

5 6
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Fundamentally, the idea that anything about this virus requires a radical

restructuring of society where I have to present my medical papers to get a

cup of coffee is insane. It's literally insane. And it's important that those of us

who continue to have a grip on reality treat it as insane, and not treat it as

legitimate at all …”

More Information

To read more of what Hopkins has to say, please visit his website, cjhopkins.com, or

blog, consentfactory.org. He also has a Substack and Patreon account where you can

Und his work.

In closing, I believe a major part of the solution is to develop alternative distribution

networks that are censorship resistant. Ultimately, we need a decentralized Internet.

That’s currently in the works, but full implementation of it is bound to take years. In

the meantime, we have to perfect online “guerilla tactics” to get around the

censorship and form collaborative networks. We also need to engage in peaceful civil

disobedience in our day-to-day lives. As noted by Hopkins:

“Until we get there, it's crucial to continue to use whatever means. People are

trying to avoid Facebook censors by playing with the fonts and the pictures

and what have you. It's another thing that people can study — in totalitarian

societies, people adapted.

Everyone knew that the occial sources were just pumping out propaganda,

so, they learned how to speak and read between the lines. It might become

more and more necessary to Qnd ways to not say directly what you're saying,

but rather point to it so that it can lead other people to where you're going.

So, use whatever means are still available to get the facts, to get reality, out

https://cjhopkins.com/
https://consentfactory.org/
https://cjhopkins.substack.com/
https://www.patreon.com/cjhopkins
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there.

Secondly, and I think just as important, back to my point about how we live

our everyday lives. Go back to that restaurant where I have to show my

vaccine pass or my test to sit down and get a cup of coffee. I have choices. I

could choose to stay home. I could choose to get a counterfeit vax pass.

Neither one of those to me are the right choices because the choice is to go

and demand that people treat me according to reality and not treat me

according to the rules of their new ideology. Create that friction … I have no

hostility to the server, but I want to make that server uncomfortable with what

he or she is doing.

I want to make the other people who are sitting in the restaurant

uncomfortable watching me be ejected, watching me be segregated because

I don't conform to this ideology. Maybe they all go home and sleep soundly.

Maybe two of them are haunted by that moment.

Maybe they see another moment like that in another café the next day. Or at

the cinema that night when they go out. The more moments they see of

people standing up and saying, ‘This is insane and it is wrong and I'm not

going to cooperate with it’ — all these little moments of friction, they can

build and create the resistance that we need.”

 

stanleybecker

this reminds me of Rudyard Kipling's poem "IF" - which I had to write out over and over again after

school in the Detention Room as punishment for "obedience" problems -

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
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"If you can keep your head when all about you / Are losing theirs and blaming it on you, /If you can trust

yourself when all men doubt you, / But make allowance for their doubting too; / If you can wait and not

be tired by waiting, / Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies,

Or being hated, don’t give way to hating, / And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise: / If you can

dream—and not make dreams your master;  /  If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim;  / If

you can meet with Triumph and Disaster / And treat those two impostors just the same;  / If you can

bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken  / Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,

Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken, /  And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out tools: / If

you can make one heap of all your winnings / And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss, / And lose, and

start again at your beginnings

   And never breathe a word about your loss; / If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew / To

serve your turn long after they are gone,   / And so hold on when there is nothing in you /  Except the

Will which says to them: ‘Hold on! / If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,  / Or walk with

Kings—nor lose the common touch, / If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, / If all men count

with you, but none too much; / If you can Ull the unforgiving minute /  With sixty seconds’ worth of

distance run,    / Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,  / And—which is more—you’ll be a Man,

my son!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

shannonaz

Thank you Stanley, for this & all your commentary.  It is quite diecult to go against the majority,

corruption or even family & friends, which most on this forum are doing daily....sometimes its just

nice to hear a poem that sums up the valor in such a struggle.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions
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LOL, Stanley!  A shared youth of questioning it seems....but Kipling missed the fear of God & faith

in the only Son of man to truly fulUll those things & lowered his deUnition of truth, man & victory to

his loss.  He knowingly took the way of Lucifer-Satan & Isaiah 14 KJB & turned his back on the

whole of humbling truth pointing men to repentance & God, to true victory overcoming in every

circumstance, losing the fear of death due to receiving a share in the Son's inheritance & the seal &

earnest of it through faith & the new birth of God's power, not 'Man's.....the one immediately seized,

one-eyed faith, and the vain bondage works of a self-made salvation, turning away from the strait

gate, deceiving & robbing his own soul, & any who stop at that 'prize'.  

Catharsis & experience are subtle counterfeits of Mystery ending at the grave, & those who do not

look in the mirror of God's word to realize their own sin & lack, falling short of the glory & holiness

of God, do not understand either themselves or the true gravity of the trials we face & their purpose

in the good will of God which Lucifer-Satan would turn to evil & destruction through pride &

selective, one-eyed, hypocritical sight claiming a perfection it does not have.  2020 indeed.  

Kipling's art turned men back on themselves & to Man, not to God, proving itself to be Balaamite at

best, limited & unable to transcend the grave or to point men to what can & will.  It has a beauty & it

stirs, but it fails to obtain or pass on what God preserved in the Psalms of David & the full counsel

of God's word, & your instructors failed you in not urging you to lift your eyes beyond,  at least as

far as the grave & death that comes to all,  & beyond to realize our common need of God & his

salvation which no man or craft of men & devils can earn or reinvent as mere Unite & fallen

creatures.  The prize of the culminating union of Man & Mystery Babylon the Great fast approaches

for many.  It doesn't have to be that way.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

Stanley....You? Obedience problems? Never. I don't believe that......My trips to Mother Superior

were always fun especially when she took out her paddle with holes in it - you know,

aerodynamically designed to get the maximum swinging power, the best "angle of attack" without

the problem of drag. Of course, the beads of sweat pouring down my face when I got home and

explain myself were just as welcoming. Ah......those were the days. For what it's worth:

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Lakhana13/default.aspx
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“Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more common

than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.

Education will not; the world is full of educated failures. Persistence and determination alone are

omnipotent.”  ~ Calvin Coolidge

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

har1272

For the vaccinated, who can both transmit and become infected by the virus themselves, how does

me getting vaccinated help you?

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

datadragon

Sure, I bet you had a long list of things to write out... My homework was not stolen by a one-armed

man. The cafeteria deep fryer is not a toy. I will not conduct my own Ure drills.  I will not charge

admission to the bathroom. I will not call my teacher "Hot Cakes" Garlic gum is not funny. I will not

belch out the Pledge of Allegiance. I will not grease the monkey bars. I will not strut around like I

own the place The First Amendment does not cover burping I will not call Bill Gates "The Snake"

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Excellent Stan.  Thank you!  That's a very appropriate  poem for these precarious times. So many

people are unnerved and frightened by the villainous propaganda that assails them every day from

virtually every source. They think the reign of psychological terror will end when they are

vaccinated.  But it won't end until the ghouls behind this vile agenda are removed and exposed for
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what they are.  

Meanwhile here is some good advice from Eleanor Roosevelt:  ""You gain strength, courage, and

conUdence by every experience in which you really stop to look fear in the face. You are able to say

to yourself, ‘I lived through this horror. I can take the next thing that comes along...""

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

jdhunt1288

This poem is awesome!  It makes me cry!  I will print it out and keep it as a way to carry on!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Darzoum

Stanley, after reading the poem a few times and inculcating its message, you must've been

thinking, "so then why am I in detention?"

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Stan, Like you Kipling was an enlightened one...an early inbuence. @8 given Jungle Book for

Christmas, I just that the stories were cute...@28 I began to get the message.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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Tiggy22

Are you saying, our dearest Stan, //you were once a naughty lad, //to get detention, in my day,

//meant you'd been REALLY bad. //So it makes me smile to think that now //again we won't  follow

their rules //won't have the jabs, won't wear the masks //for we are nobody's fools. //Won't role up

our sleeves to save our lives //for we know that none of it's true //The propaganda they all spout

//will never kid me or you. //So we'll end up in detention //told to write out what they decree //but

when they are punished for all of their crimes //you & I will still be free !

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

harvelicious

Stanley - we're glad your "detention" experiences provided expansive "learning" opportunities

leading to the reinforcement of your life supporting intuition strengthening your resolve for the

sovereignty of Self & humanity, further tempering your Will to BE FREE!

Jeff Berwick shares his latest satirical exposé: www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

StandFastPats

Stanley...brilliant .... pity it was a punishment, but in the end a blessing!  

When I get home absolutely demoralized by all the Sheeple out there, I sign in, again, to Dr. M's

 newsletter to re-read the articles, re-read the comments and take comfort in knowing I'm not

alone.  Thank you and to everyone.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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ICONOCLAST

Great poem Stanley. I've been using it lately. I've also been sharing these

links.odysee.com/.../Dr-Breggin-pt-1:2 .

 sarahwestall.com/uk-government-predicts-third-wave-of-covid-deaths-dom.. . UK GOVERMNENT

PREDICTING DEATHS AMONG VACCINATED.

 assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/att.. .

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

balhawk

A more appropriate end line is that you'll be a god or a saint, but it's certainly what to aim for to be

the best man - or woman - we can.  Keeping our minds, hearts, and souls together while the norm

is their forfeiture is a great start.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Jharris2020

Hi Stanley, thank you so much for that one. I remember listening to Joni Mitchell putting music to

those wonderful words on her shine project back in 2009. I know all about not conforming, and I

never have. Didn't understand it as much when I was younger but I certainly realize that it has kept

me from becoming a sheep, and for that, I love it. Keep bringing up these wonderful things. We

need and expect that from you and others who come here and support Dr Mercola.

Posted On 06/14/2021
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sio6474

MagniUcent words, if only I could embody them!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Almond

Tiggy, I loved your poem.  

It reminded me that a movement needs expression.  We need to reach others emotionally--at the

deepest level.  Not thru fear, but thru virtue and humor.

Calling all poets, artists, musicians and comedians... what can you contribute and distribute?

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

shannonaz

The article asks:  How did we get here?  Cell phones & Flu shots opened the door, in my opinion.

- Cell Phones have changed the way humans interact with one another as social beings, & tear the

fabric of the family, & deplete a sense of wonder & patience:  now everything at your Ungertips, no

looking up or looking others in the eyes, families can't even eat dinner, watch a movie together without

the beeping, distraction nearby.  The cell phone is a great intruder of our freedom & autonomy, and the

globalists want it this way, to see us all "hooked" up to THEIR grid of eventual control.  They got society

addicted with it all - time to go in for the kill with 5G & use this technology for the next level as a control

lever.  The Cell phones were just the warm up to get everyone wired & "socially distanced"---a zombie

like culture.

-Flu Shots.  This was the other warm up that was pounded over & over everywhere you went, billboards,

banners strung across supermarkets "Get Your Flu Shot Here", sides of busses, Schools & Universities,
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doctors oeces...a never ending propaganda that society couldn't survive without this yearly vaccine.

 The same instituions promoting the drum beat of the bu vaccine seemingly did so because they

"cared" so much about all of us. Hmmm.  People felt so loved & cared for they apparently forgot to eat

right & exercise, cause if they had, they would never have needed the Flu shot to begin with.  That

MENTALITY is what got us to where we are now, people not trusting & even understanding their own

bodies, immune system, & taking personal responsibility .  People convinced themselves that a

Pharmaceutical Company honors & cares more about them than they care about themselves.  Lazy

society.

Now, the power axis of High Tech & Pharma are collaborating with governments worldwide amidst a

blind public still thinking strangers want the best for them & their family. To take so lightly what one

allows injected in your own body is asking for tyranny.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

ragus

Right on @shannonaz. People are literally glued to their phones while sitting or standing, or even

walking. It's terrifying to witness. I decided twelve years ago to not use a so-called "Smartphone". It

was simply not worth it in terms of worse health, and the stress it causes, having to constantly

keep the battery charged, and the perpetual interruptions from the "bleeps!" and "dings!" to get your

attention.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

skupe59

I would say all vaccines and don't limit it to the bu shot.  You are correct about cell phones. Also

read Bobby Kennedy Jr's new book coming out early September for the true story about Fauci.  I

have known he was bad for many years but I didn't realize how far it stretched. The Real Anthony

Fauci: Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health by Robert F.
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Kennedy Jr. Buy it more to keep it at the top of the best seller list so more people might learn about

him.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

WillCat

Agree completely with all you have said. I'm glad I'm old enough to remember only wired phones

even when I was young being on a party line which just was several people sharing a single line.

Remembering that you can live well without being connected, tethered to something 24/7 and

absurd "importance" of it all. No question regarding bu shots and for most the unquestioning need

because everyone else is doing it, got to be protected against the "other".

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

I'll go one step backward and say it began with the Sony Walkman. It was the Urst isolation device.

Timothy Leary said  "Turn on, tune in, drop out." Plug in your headphones, turn on your device, listen

to music and drop out of society into your own little world - isolate yourself. Most of us were

vaccinated by our parents who trusted government and the doctors; never questioning these

"authorities". Therein lies the problem. We have been taught never to question authority. Beginning

in our infancy and all the way into adulthood, we have been told not to. In our family, our schools

and our choice of religion, we are not allowed to question authority. It is seen as blasphemous.

We've been brainwashed to ASSUME "authority" KNOWS what is right FOR US; has OUR best

interest at heart. Time again, as seen in the past 1 1/2 year, it is all a lie. Those in authority DO NOT

have OUR best interests - ONLY THEIRS! It is always tied to power, control and money. NO AMOUNT

OF RATIONAL  DEBATE OR CONVERSATION will change their perspective. No negotiations, no

discussion; no amount of intellectualism will alter their agenda. Even if they agreed, they are lying

as "they" are hell bent (literally) on destroying what remains on earth of freedom and life for the

sake of their never quenching thirst for power. They have been promised things from the nameless
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one and are his puppets. Most docs listen to sales persons representing a business for proUts.

Never is there mentioned "adverse reactions" aside from the slight pain at the site of the jab;

maybe a fever but that is "normal". Medical schools NEVER teach associations between shots and

severe reactions. As many have learned this past year, doctors rarely report severe adverse

reactions to "authorities". If we are to rise up, it should be against "authority". I sometimes watch

the local news for weather; it boldly says on screen "Weather Authority" & goes to the "Traec

Authority". Subtle brainwashing at work.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

fvtomasch

shannonaz-I still use the Libby's phone system.  2 cans and a string. I do have very limited range

and reception is based on how loud and far my voice travels. When I try to get my point across I

use the Libby's pumpkin cans which are larger.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

fvtomasch.............LOL.............nothing can beat the early phone systems..........

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

333mary

shannonaz---Read the Houston article and the timeline within. But did not Und petition to sign.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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har1272

Interesting that a 29 year old athlete collapsed and needed CPR while on the playing Ueld.  I

wonder if he had the vax, which has been known to cause heart inbammation, especially in young

men: www.msn.com/en-us/sports/soccer/christian-eriksen-denmark-doctor-expla..

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

har1272

"Read the Houston article and the timeline within. But did not Und petition to sign."

Yes, 333mary, I couldn't Und it either.  I wrote to change.org and they couldn't Und it either.  This

was their lame response: "Thank you for contacting the Change.org Help Center. I would like to

thank you for your patience and understanding on this matter. Let me tell you that we as

Change.org we don't deny the publishing of petitions to anyone, we are an open platform that

works for good causes and provide the best option to make petitions a reality. We only delete or

close petitions if the petition started wanted or if the petition is violating community guidelines, in

this case, I cannot Und the exact petition that you are mentioning; in order to Und the petition I need

at least the exact title or URL, I hope you understand the situation on this matter."   I requested they

unsubscribe me.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

steelj

Absolutely right, Shannonaz.  Electronic media in general for that matter, although you are quite

right that cell phones are by far the worst since people always have them with them, and therefore

never stop using them.

The irrational narrative on vaccination that goes back quite a few years already had the public
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primed for this.  The majority of the stupid public can't fathom having any objection, whatsoever, to

any recommended vaccine.  No matter the circumstances or evidence.  Vaccines are as

intrinsically good and wholesome to them as truth, justice, and freedom used to be.  They dark side

has done its job well.  But then it was easy, wasn't it?  They know exactly how stupid, weak, and

pathetic most people are.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rrealrose

AND the Summer Olympics still coming our way from Japan, how many competitive athletes will

be vaxxed or cannot compete? Any unusual event or occurrence will be on everyone's tv, unless

they rapidly grab and edit out.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Meloton

Shannonaz...You are 100% correct! My eldest sister was hesitant even having a personal computer

b/c of “big brother” and losing personal freedom...The bu shot has been a huge scam and the

majority of doctors should be ashamed of themselves for pushing them as heavily as they have

been. They should have been promoting immune-boosting strategies, but unfortunately, most ppl

trust the doctors. I remember a previous allergist shaming me and yelling at me for not having my

son get the bu shot while my son had h1n1. I was appalled and told him that we have a God-given

immune system that is meant to Ught off infections. What a jerk! We have a better allergist now.

Needless to say, my son fully recovered. What a crazy backwards world we live in. God help us.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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00

Think about Caller ID..... maybe that was the Urst intrusion that was okay with everyone.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

balhawk

And a not so widely known fun fact is that deaths attributed to bu and pneumonia (which are

lumped together in US stats) have INCREASED concurrently with increased bu shot "coverage".  We

are seeing the same  with overall death rates and COVID jabs, with many times higher death rates

just following the jabs.  Try as the might, there's no way to categorize around overall death rates.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Jharris2020

Phones actually appear to be, themselves,biological weapons. They do not appear to affect the

very strong minded,but most people are completely captured by them and I noticed this some

years ago. There are certain stupid things that almost all phone users do: The one that is my

biggest pet peeve is when they wait until the light turns green, then, they pull out their gadget and

start texting or whatever and as soon as they get to the curve, it goes back in their pockets! Excuse

me? And don't get my started with those iFools and yes, I'm talking about iPhone owners. They're

the worse. They are the ones who do this. I've never actually seen this happen with an android user.

They will break their neck, anything have ten bags, stuff., but they are NOT putting down that

phone. It's like a bad science Uction movie.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

sio6474
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School vaccine mandates for kids also the other precursor!  No accountability or liability when

injecting the neurotoxin adjuvant aluminum into kids resulted in harm!  All swept under the rug, and

most went along with it, this is just a continuation of this path to hell!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Darzoum

It’s hard to know what to believe in any these pandemic policies.  It can seem as if governments,

pharma, and the media are simply lying 100% of the time.  I wanted to know if there was any detectable

truth in any of their messaging, particularly since so many people seemed to be convinced enough to

be entirely obedient to all directives, no matter how seemingly irrational; I had to at least consider that

maybe they were seeing something I was missing.  

Since PCR testing has been the driver of these policies, I decided to go to my local hardware store to

buy a PCR machine.  They were all sold out, but a new item had just hit the shelves, PCR goggles.  I

bought a pair and went home to watch the news on television.  I programmed my new goggles to

detect the truth by inputting data samples that were irrefutably true: 2 + 2 = 4; Alaska is north of Tierra

del Fuego, and; fauci is a slippery weasel.

I set the cycle threshold (or “CT value”) of my PCR goggles to 25 and watched 3 hours of CNN but

didn’t detect one strand of truth in any of it; so I turned it up to 30… no luck.  35, nope; 40, nope; 45…

nothing, even after 12 hours of binge watching.  Finally, I cranked it up to full power, 60 CT, a level at

which, according to the manual, you would be able to detect genuine compassion for humanity from

the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.  That’s powerful.  I watched a bit more news and there it was, at

the top of the hour, a positive reading on some passing quip about the color of a news anchor’s tie.  It

was true!  The tie really was red.  My faith restored, I can now conUdently say that they haven’t been

lying to us all along… at least not 100% of the time.  It now seems fairly safe to conclude that covid is

an existential threat to life on earth, only an experimental injection will save us, censorship and

propaganda are good, vaccine passports would be wonderful, and—just to be on the safe side—it would

be prudent to wear a mask for the rest of your life.
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mehbrad

Real doctors HAVE always been wearing masks "for the rest of their lives", they never had reason

to moan about it. Funny isn't it.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

giles22

just stay inside and wipe alcohol all over yourself, order KFC if you need food, but whatever you do,

do not eat beef as that will cause climate change, aren't we lucky to have Bill to guide us through

these tough times and Fauci to explain to us that vaccines are awesome, Damn! if only there was

some type of burger replacement that tasted like meat but wouldn't cause climate change and a

way to genetically alter food so that it's even better for us. Wait, I just came up with idea, we should

get 2 shots of this vaccine, just to be on the safe side and then get it every year after that, wait! just

put it in the water, that buoride stuff worked like magic, strewth add a bit of mercury in there, that

stuff sticks around in your system for a while, which would keep the vaccine working longer

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

stanleybecker

menbrad - doctors wear masks for  professional reasons when engaging in professional duties like

surgical operations to prevent the spread of bacteria which are much larger than the virus -

furthermore, hospitals where these masks are worn are responsible for the spread of many septic

infective varieties so your attempt at debunking Darzoum is pathetic and MEANINGLESS

hi Darzoum - yes, the world as we know it is beyond recognition - the "oecial" version is nothing

more than BLIND FAITH - but this surge of Faith is not part of the Western Philosophical Tradition
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but instead focuses on the IDOLIZATION of a particular FALSE PROPHET - of course I refer to the

alliance between the Snake and Zombie Culture - this is the TRUE state of our Planet and how our

Planet conducts its affairs - traditionally an ethical system was built up in a civilization referred to

as Judeo-Christian but now after dancing around the "FOOL"S GOLDEN CALF" that the Snake has

engineered for human society like the Theater of constant hand washing mania/ masked faces in

order to deny human identity/ segregated apartheid distancing of individual units in society/ and

the Lockdown engineered to destroy self reliance and create social dependency for Big Brother's

ultimate ascendency - all this is accepted and as the article uses the term "Gleichschaltung" which

I always translated as "uniformity" - Zombie Culture is the consolidation of "UNIFORMITY" by the

neo-Nazi ideologues that repeat and reinforce the CONFORMITY that describes exactly what

ZOMBIE CULTURE deUnes

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

SvetushainZion

This is the best comment!!!!!!  How fantasticly describin the absurdity of the situation! Really made

me laugh out loud!!! It is Hilaryous actually the whole situation..

Here in Belgium the media is now demonizing people who link a certain heart failure to the

vaccine... and the sheep have become monsters following their great leader, shouting this man

(who only made a link to an almost death and the vaccine, and that the experiment should stop)

shouting he should be ’deported’....

But we Are Born Free dear dr. Mercola and We Will Win this!!!!!!!!!  We came here to shine a light on

this darkness, to shine a light on the devil (which he doesn’t like ofcourse) and we agreed it

wouldn’t be easy... but every single exposure is important! Just reading your information, seeing all

these fantastic interviews and reading these great comments, gives enormous strength to go on

and it’s so good to see to see there are other people who see through the lies.. cus we don’t see

them in real life! Hahahahaha... no, not true, we know 3 people now who also are wise enough to

not jump in line to get some poison and nanotechnology in their veins!

But just in case I stay away now from the vaksienaatedd cus probably they will be the
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superspreaders now. (Almost sure but any insights on this are welcome!) Also prepare to have

some extra food. We are in the middle of a war and it will get dirty. Ok. Gotta run. Gotta plant some

tomatoes now..

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

Darzoum, this is great!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

shannonaz

Darzoum:  It's like the saying goes:  Telling one lie leads to telling more lies to cover the original

one.  We live in a Ushbowl of propaganda. Thanks for reminding us how utterly ridiculous it all is.

On a more serious note, this just in today:  "First Federal ruling on Vaccine Mandates, judge sides

with Houston Hospital, dismissing claims from staff resisters".

 www.yahoo.com/news/federal-judge-sides-houston-hospitals-020713664.htm..  

-This is not good, if everyone on the Mercola forum can go to sign the petition & contritube to help

out these doctors, nurses, & tecnicians resisting mandatory Covid Vax, & spread the word.  This is

an important case which might inbuence how future rulings go, and well worth the Ught.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lizschneider53

I can't help but to laugh at THIS!! lol
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Hercster

"Real doctors HAVE always been wearing masks "for the rest of their lives", they never had reason

to moan about it. Funny isn't it."

"A stupid man's report of what a clever man says can never be accurate, because he unconsciously

translates what he hears into something he can understand. -Bertrand Russell

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Cabochon

I’m not so sure about your reply to mehbrad, Stanley. Depends on the doctor. A friend told me of her

local GP’s  home visit to persuade her to take a test for a potential problem.  He arrived at her door

with mask on, plastic apron in the process of being put on, and surgical gloved hands at the ready.

All that was missing was the hypodermic syringe.  She found his behaviour intimidating,

unnecessarily threatening and intends to complain formally to the NHS. Seems like the fear tactic

is being taken to extremes at every level of the orthodox medical community.

Thanks for echoing the ideas contained in my post of June 7th  which suggests  that in the the

oecial narrative  -  one of the  ‘high priests’ of the COVID-19 litany is Dr. Fauci, and that the

narrative has now attained the status of a religion or faith -  deUned as “a belief worthy of special

reverence”, often with rituals, such as mask wearing and hand washing - no scientiUc proof of

effectiveness required as they are symbols of conformity, much like a badge worn on your lapel.  

“In satanic ritual, mask wearing is a symbol of depersonalisation, a gesture of submission and

denial of individuality and humanity.“  Ostracising non conformists, labelling them as a danger to

society, illegally denying them entry to civic amenities without vaccination certiUcation (Ausweis

bitte!) and the Unal depopulation solution  - all straight out of the Na-zi rule book  -  in this case

killing or maiming them with experimental injections rather than gas ovens.  CertiUcate Of Vaccine
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IDentity (COVID).

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

juststeve

Great way to make a point Darzuom.

Rich people plan for decades & the poor plan for Saturday night. If we follow Foxey Falsie we all

live our lives like a bubble boy. The whole point of Doctors scrubbing down, wearing mask & gloves

for one thing, hospitals are concentrated pools of various infectious agents. It was a long hard

battle to get the oecial authorities of the time to accept the need for such. The primary need was

in response speciUcally to surgical procedure's infectious and foreign materials brought in to the

internal body. Materials needing to be outside the body. A reason one size does not Ut all when it

comes to vaccines, they can be a direct deposit of foreign materials bypassing our immune

systems. With antibiotics being a miracle healer for bacteria Unding it's way past our immune

system, the public began its journey into germ-a-phobia. It's been well established for some time

now, all the anti-bacteria - virus soaps in use by the general public actually increase one's chances

of getting sick. Emergency Room, Surgical Room protocol have no place in our homes or dinner

tables. Interaction with Life, with various types of Life increase and enhance our immune systems.

Not short circuiting, cripple or in some cases outright destroy them.

Simple sanitary long  practiced protocols will usually suece in the home settings.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Jennycat24

@ mehbrad - no, real doctors haven't been wearing masks "for the rest of their lives", only surgeons

wear them in the operating theatre/room - and it is to protect the patient they will be operating on,

not themselves!  They strip the masks off just as soon as they can so they can breathe freely - well,
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under normal circumstances.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

fvtomasch

giles-22.  Don't forget about wearing lead lined clothing so superfauci can't see into us and cover

ourselves with asbestos outerwear to insulate us from the virus. We could also spray our gardens

with DDT and Agent Orange. After all we can't be too safe.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Randyfast

Excellent, David! This may be one of your best posts yet! Apparently, even satire is "contagious";

although, it will never make you sick. ;)

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

steelj

Mehbrad - I'm 70 years old and can't remember ever, even one time, seeing a doctor that was

wearing a mask, until 2020.  You're stupid, as to be expected from the mask/vaccine/lockdown

zealots.  Nothing you say has any basis in reality.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mrrobb
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Sranley.. surgeons wear masks so they don't slobber into some procedure...or get a piece of Meat

in their face,,,lol Nothen' worse than a slobbering brain surgeon drooling into someone

brains.....ROFLMAO

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

Keep up exposing the offspring of vipers Stanley. Funny isn't it that some people have their intellect

in the sand. May I be forgiven for implying their lying "thinking" resembles intellectual capacity .

The King of Eternity laughs at foolishness.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

00

To contribute to the nurses, techs and doctors at Methodist Hospital who are refusing the Covid jab

go to https://gofund.me/06fcefdb  This could be our best chance at getting the passport dumped.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

balhawk

Not lying all the time?  My faith has been shattered!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Jharris2020
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That's exactly what they are doing. Lying all of the time and most people cannot get their heads

around this, as they are so trained into thinking that this cannot happen but it IS happening, but the

use of fear, plus the propaganda tool of being part of the bock so to speak, keeps them in line. This

is why so many have lined up and taken the kill shot.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

sio6474

Hilarious and brilliant!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

There is a potentially signiUcant event here in the UK regarding vaccines.  The MHRA (Medicines and

Healthcare Regulatory Agency) recently gave the go-ahead for vaccinating children.  Enter Dr Tess

Lawrie,  Director of the Evidence-based Medicine Consultancy Ltd who has investigated the data.  She

has written an eleven page letter to the MHRA exposing the deaths and injuries the vaccines are

causing and urging them to STOP THE ROLL-OUT OF THE VACCINE.. .  When you consider that the

MRHA was given £980,000 by Bill Gates, depopulation emperor  - their credibility as a reliable source

of "health governance" is toast.  Their Yellow Card Adverse Event's Reporting Scheme has been hidden

away out of sight making Informed Consent impossible. This means that the amount of injuries

reported (disturbing enough) are only a very small percentage of the true number.  Here is Dr Lawrie's

letter: ukfreedomproject.org/wp-content/downloads/Urgent%20Preliminary%20Repor..  

Anyone who has children should be sent this short video of Sucharit Bhakdi, Prof Emeritus of

Microbiology & Immunology & Germany's most cited research scientist who warns: "DON'T VACCINATE

THE CHILDREN!!!" He explains the dangers in two minutes.  This man knows far more than the

incompetent complicit scoundrels who spout Big Pharma Medical Terrorism on the TV:

twitter.com/.../1398220001744654336
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Jennycat24

Thanks for this NW - but the ukfreedomproject page has gone, and the website is behaving very

oddly (not that I've been there before, but still....).  The twitter 1 min 53 seconds video of Prof

Bhakdi is wonderful, thank you and I do agree 'if you give that jab to your children you are

committing a crime'.  

BTW despite everything I could say my sister had the two jabs and is in hospital with blood clots

and on blood thinners and also has 'sudden pancreatic cancer' - which she didn't have before.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

So sorry to hear about your sister Jennycat24.  Sending very best wishes and  I do hope she can

recover soon.  I tried the Dr Tess Lawrie letter and found it okay. Perhaps the link will work for you

this time: ukfreedomproject.org/wp-content/downloads/Urgent%20Preliminary%20Repor..

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Esther M. Cook

Of course they have to vaccinate the children, too. We don't want millions of orphans, do we?

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rrealrose
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Hi NewlandsWanderer,

- Here's a link that someone posted yesterday, pertaining to a different view of what's occurred in

the UK - you may Und this of speciUc interest, esp in the psy-ops department:

www.ukcolumn.org/article/brian-gerrishs-testimony-to-reiner-fullmich-o..

And many people Und it helpful to listen to Dr Reiner Fuellmich's latest information.

- Here's a recent interview on the Trueman Show on the road in Germany. it appears like its in

Dutch, but of course in English with Dutch subtitles: www.bitchute.com/.../QLFDlLqh4pPM  - WE

(the collective) have a sovereign debt issue, especially noxious thefts occurring in the UK and EU -

listen closely to what he now thinks about this virus focus, vs what my be occurring in banking and

Unance. The way he suggests getting out is outlined as moving to regional governance vs the

current global design. Reiner goes further than most of his earlier interviews, and near the end, he

corrects some of the false or faked stories about his group and their current legal work.

Jennycat. Doctors have learned a lot more now than when these shots Urst rolled-out. Hopefully

your sister will be ok, eventually.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

steelj

That's good Esther!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Meloton

Newlands Wanderer...I am so glad I talked a friend out of having her 12 y/o daughter injected with

the EUA shot. Once she realized her daughter could become infertile from it and after she herself

https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/brian-gerrishs-testimony-to-reiner-fullmich-our-oppressors-are-very-frightened-people?s=09
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had an unusual heavy period a week after getting jabbed...she decided against it! I hope she shares

the information with others.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Thanks rrealrose. I saw Brian Gerrish's interview.  He's a good man, and one of the main people on

UK Column News. I will check out the second link you sent later.

Meloton:  Well done for talking your friend out of letting her daughter get the vaccine.  There are

huge concerns about fertility :

Here is Prof Bhakdi on fertility and ovaries and losing the child - go to 23 and a half minutes:

www.youtube.com/watch  

And also Dr Roger Hodkinson (who collaborates with various truth-speaking doctors) talking about

fertility generally. twitter.com/.../1401937037067010054

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Hi rrealrose - Just watched the Reiner Fuellmich interview you recommended on Bitchute.  Superb.

 He gave a really good overview of what is happening and what we are facing. The fake PCR test

should be the straw that breaks the globalist camel's back!  It was interesting that he talked abut a

spiritual dimension near the end which the "other side" doesn't have (being subhuman!!).  I was

disappointed that the rumour of a thousand lawyer wasn't true - but their numbers are growing and

there was much to be optimistic about. and he was conUdent that truth would win in the end.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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balhawk

Crazy.  And sad to hear of your sister, Jennycat, hope she can recover.  A family member of mine

has also been experiencing worsening health issues after getting the jabs, and of course thinks it

has nothing to do with the jabs, though the issues follow the warnings we know of to a "T".

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

grosvenor

To Stanley, For the past 18months I have read and researched much about the current world situation.

Many times I have wanted to cry but somehow could not. Today I read your post and I cried. After

which I was deep in my positive self and thought - yes, we can all come through this - but only IF

Thank you Stanley

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

stanleybecker

thank you grosvenor - in these parlous times "encouragement" is what is needed

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mnpearl

Where I live, in a state with a Dem Gov, the mask mandate was lifted when the CDC lifted it for
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vaccinated individuals.  I see very few people wearing masks now, and I doubt that they have all been

vaccinated.  People are just done with the masks.  So far, none of the stores have even asked if you

have been vaccinated, and I'm hoping they are not going to go for the passports.  If they do, we will

have to Ught harder.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

redplanet1

`This is not true in California.  Masks are everywhere. I still see some driving alone with masks on.

People are deUnitely not done with masks here. Not outside, not inside, not anywhere. Yes, to eat

they take off the masks. The lack of logic that if they get up they have to put a mask on is ignored

as if the virus knows when you are sitting or standing. I thought for sure I would see fewer masks

on people outside but not so. Even the kids as young as 3 are still wearing masks.  It is  very sad to

be witness to this.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

In the Socialist State of MI, our benevolent governor Half-Wit says she'll open up more of MI when

the 70% of vaxxed has been achieved. Smells like bribery/blackmail to me.......and what is worse,

the weak, pathetic, gutless GOP cowards are crickets on this. My-oh-my who'd a thunk. Neither

have the courageous, honorable (sarc) GOP introduced a bill forbidding vaccine passport.....oh wait

someone has but do you think the majority of GOP will pass it?

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Randyfast
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There is deUnitely no 'wool' covering this man's eyes! I'm surprised that he is the Urst person (that I

know of) who has even mentioned this fact: "Where does the concept of lockdown come from? Well, it

comes from prisons. And when do you lock the prisoners down? You lock them down when they're

rebelling, when they're rioting.

And you do it to remind them, ‘Hey, you're in prison, and we can lock you down and impose any type of

measures on you that we want, any time we want, until you start toeing the line.’ I cannot help but see

what we've been through during this past year as part of that lesson that the ruling establishment, the

system itself, is teaching us …"

The worst part of all this; is the global destruction of the lives of countless children, forced to wear a

muzzle and avoid other human beings - at the very least...and now; the evil criminals are injecting

younger and younger children with the nanobot shots! How can anyone NOT see this insanity as

Crimes Against Humanity?! The world we used to live in, is no more; and yet, hundreds of millions still

don't see the existential Threat to Humanity! It's appalling, disgusting, evil, criminal; and a hundred

more adjectives I can't think of at the moment!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Darzoum

Randy, yes, I caught that too about the use of "lockdown"... prison terminology.  As far as "How can

anyone NOT see this insanity as Crimes Against Humanity?!" maybe we need to drop the PCR

charade altogether and just start administering some basic vision tests... that would get us closer

to the root of the problem.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Soooo with you Randy on the deep infuriating feeling!
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Randyfast

David; I don't think a vision test would help...perhaps a white cane? After all; they are truly blind!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Randyfast

Thanks, Brodie.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rjk6619

I am fed up with those who claim to dislike Trump personally but applauded his policies.  Trump did not

need the Presidency so he could become wealthy like other Presidents especially Obama.   Donald

Trump is America and we need only step back to the days of WWII when Americans spoke their mind

and supported our founders and the Constitution.  As for the present situation we are facing the

Democrats have been planning the Hitler like takeover of the USA even before WWII.   I do not have the

solution to the current situation however it is going to become the war we thought would never happen.

 Biden is nothing more than a stooge for the Global elitist Ulth who want us all dead and the 'Vaccine' is

their method of elimination.   So the question is what do we do to gain back our freedoms?  Oh, you

think we are free!   Think again!

Posted On 06/13/2021
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connierod

RJK - I am not a Biden fan either, but what about Warp Speed? What about The Act he signed into

legislation? I can’t help to think that if he had not promised “Warp Speed” vaccinations, without any

clinical trials, we wouldn’t be in this place. I cannot have any vaccines due to health issues, and

don’t support vaccines in general. We chose to move to a red state for medical freedom, but I still

feel he, Trump, betrayed us all.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mnpearl

I have heard that President Trump had to get the vaccines out to end the pandemic and their plan

to have this lockdown/control go on for years.  I don't know if that is true or not.  That he keeps

promoting them is a head scratcher, unless he thinks it will keep many from getting it like it

stopped so many with regards to HCQ.  My thought is that if these spike proteins transfer to the

unvaccinated, wouldn't those who are pushing these shots have to have some type of antidote to

protect themselves?  Surely someone will Ugure that out.  I am with a family member often who

has taken the PUzer shots. I just give it to God to protect us both.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

har1272

Trump's association with Epstein.  That's all I need to know about him.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

jca652041
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I’ve stood up from the beginning unmasked, out roaming and traveling during all lockdowns and I’ve

been treated brutally. None of my family and most of my friends no longer speak to me. I’ve been

forced to quit working because I refuse to work masked. Believe me, every single day I defy the

mandates that haven’t been lifted here in Oregon. Some have been lifted for those showing proof of

vaccination. If someone asks me if I’ve been vaccinated I ask if they have herpes. That usually shuts

them down. If things don’t change by fall I’m leaving this horrid state. Always hated Oregon and only

moved here for cleaner, coastal air and the fact their normally backwards government had the foresight

to keep all the beaches public. Otherwise it’s an environmental nightmare with a population of zombie

sheep with their masks on 24/7. Or you can join the gun toting, kill everything, bag bying patriots. “Let’s

get our guns and go kill some bears cuz they’re threatening our chickens.” I’m standing up, but what a

nightmare this is. Try to talk to people and they’re so all in with the narrative that there’s zero chance of

breaking through. Talked to a neighbor today. Had her second shot and is reacting badly. Her

naturopath told her to get it despite saying she’d already had the virus. Neighbor still justiUes her

decision because she’s protected. She had zero working knowledge of the vaccines. Just listened to

the authority. Now her health is probably ruined for good. Bleh.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

I Und it horriUc and unbelievable that a so-called "naturopath" would tell anyone to get the shot.

That goes against everything they are taught. However, that this took place in Oregon is less

surprising. As for the "patriot's" side, while many talk that way, after a year of violence, rioting,

burning and destruction of businesses, I can't say as I blame them. What should have been done by

any true American protecting "authority" and failed miserably is now in the hands of its citizens.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Was exactly the intention. Pit people and family against one another. Divide and conquer. No diff
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than what is intentionally being done with race. MLK is rolling in his grave.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

BiomedMom1

@Lakhana13:  I too Und it shocking that a naturopath would suggest getting the vax.  I had been

working with one re: my daughter and when this covid nonsense Urst began, I asked her for a

medical exemption for my child (something I had been Ughting for for 11 years).  This doctor knew

100% of my daughter's history/the medical issues she had been having.  When I called to request

this, the following things happened:

1)  I was immediately told that my phone conversation was being recorded.

2)  That the doctor wouldn't provide a medical exemption as my daughter was not a patient of hers

(for the sole reason that she hadn't been seen that year ... it was about 400 days since the last visit

but since it didn't fall within 1 year/365 days, we were put on "inactive" status).

3)  I kept pushing and the Unal answer from this practitioner was for my daughter to get the

vaccine, THEN if she had a reaction, the doctor would write the exemption.

What if she died, then what?  What if she developed some terrible neurological side effects?  And

what guarantee did I have that the doctor would follow thru on her promise to then write an

exemption.  The stupidity is beyond ridiculous.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

BiomedMom1..OMG I am shocked even more by your post..............I do not grasp how a naturopath

would/could do this. Are they being threatened to comply? It doesn't make sense to me. As a

practitioner, those few I've seen, I have made it a point to try and educate them why NOT to take the
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shot. I send them videos, websites and clinical studies. Fortunately, most of them do understand

and have live, critically thinking brain cells left. Sadly, my own sister took the shot months ago. I

am still waiting to see what happens. So far so good but I cringe sometimes when the phone rings

and it's her. I cannot tell her all that may happen because of the shot. I can only wait and try helping

should problems arise.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

zumbacjg

Hi jca652041, I needed a laugh today, especially after reading this  article about satire. Those of us

who have wandered off to the woods rather than join the herd to be branded hopefully will get

through this mess of a pandemic. I am hoping that COVID-19 goes the way of H1N1, SARS &

MERS. There will be another pandemic but I hope it will be after my lifetime.

Like you, I have resisted the jab, but I haven’t been quick to ask someone who questions me about

my vaccinated state if he/she has herpes. You sound like a spitUre. I live in western North Carolina

& almost no one wears a mask now. Also, since all the people who want to be vaccinated are likely

vaccinated, no one talks about it anymore. I was the only one in my exercise class who didn’t raise

her hand when someone asked for a show of hands about vaccination. That person who asked for

a show of hands is a perfect example of Gleichschaltung. If someone asked, I said I was working

on keeping my immune system revved up. I am so sorry you had to quit your job. I didn’t know

Oregon was so restrictive.  Since it’s summer, COVID will drop & I am hoping the mainstream media

can Und something else to talk about. The truth about the lab origin of SARS-COV-2, PCR testing,

the inability of asymptotic people to spread the virus & mask ineffectiveness needs to be told,

however. I am indebted to Dr. Mercola for these posts & helping to shine a light into this dark

corner of COVID.

Thanks for making me laugh.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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Darzoum

jca652041, regarding your tactic of asking your inquisitors whether they've had herpes, apparently

there's a lot more to that approach:   JP Sears: What Giving Up Your Medical Freedom is Really

Like: www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Casimcea

Why did the Founding fathers put the Second Amendment in the Constitution? I don't think was

anything to do with hunting.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

nor was it for protecting family and friends. It was solely written as the means to prevent a

tyrannical government from overstepping the boundaries set in the Bill of Rights and Constitution.

If there were at any time in history, to use it, it is now. It is not ours to initiate the Urst blow, but it is

ours to defend our Life, Liberty and Pursuit of Happiness at any given second. Yet, it is a fault of

ours not to have an organization prepared and willing to "spread-the-word" like Paul Revere's

Midnight Ride. It is also our fault for not having the resources to engage the strategies of Francis

Marion.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rrealrose
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So far, its worked to keep the Russians from invading, as they are aware of how large the US

"hidden" army truly may be....however the Chinese are working by drone coverage; and purchasing

up US businesses and properties.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

carolann1019

Dr.Mercola , Please listen and I will also send it to your Editorial board .. Great Reset you’ll own nothing

and. you’ll like it , as BlackRock buys up homes and pays well over asking price . They want us all to be

renters .   www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/blackrock-other-investment-Urms-buying-up-h..  Covid,

Critical racist theory , we are in deep trouble every where we look it’s not just one issue. The

progressive left will destroy America.. Nobody thinks it can happen. It already is . Because nobody pays

attention.. People are starting to stand now against critical race theory where you have the oppressed

and the oppressor .. We are destroying our children. We are destroying ourselves!  We are destroying

America and all her freedoms It’s either stand now or never stand again...... God bless and may God

bless the USA 

!

 and wake Americans up..

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

Tucker Carlson covered this last week. Despite some of his incorrect assessments, at least

someone in the MSM is talking about it. Mark Levin should be talking about this also. Hopefully,

he'll "get-on-board" as well.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rrealrose
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Carolann1019

Yes, same occurred in 2008, when a lot of houses went into foreclosure, banks did not want them

back in volume. Housing developers swept in to stake their claims, and were outbidding potential

homeowners to obtain a block of properties (not nec a city block). Major western cities where the

majority of crazy mortgages were granted without proof or evidence of ability to pay it back, were

ones hit the hardest at that time. Now is basically along the lines that CA Fitts has predicted. The

wealthy and the banks will take advantage of suffering middle class.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Randyfast

Thanks, Carolann! I live in Canada and this is exactly what I've been seeing. I do pay attention (silly

me!). I found a number of links that show a direct connection to China. If people could see the out

of control developments that are happening in BC; it would blow their minds! Below, is just one of

them. It would seem that all of our "leaders", are now working for China.

Unance.yahoo.com/news/blackrock-wins-chinese-regulatory-approval-0258..

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

carolann1019

Black Rock is buying up all the houses in the USA at least..They will rent them out . In some cases they

are buying them for 30% to 50% more than they are worth. Although it seems like a great deal. It will

end America once again .  Many from Black Rock work for the Biden administration. This is part of the

great reset. You’ll own nothing and like it they say !!

Posted On 06/13/2021
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brodiebrock12

Exactly what is happening...

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Randyfast

I suspect that his phenomenon is global. What a massive distraction, this covid be!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Darzoum

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

barbaracohen1813gmail.co

This corporate takeover of America has been going on for decades. It's was hard for me to grok why

more doctors and medical professionals  are not speaking out about the lies and un-scientiUc "facts"

being spewed by mainstream media about the nature of the fake pandemic! Then I happened to watch

the movie, "Dark Waters" about DuPont Chemical Corp poisoning the land and people in a town in West

Virginia as they rolled out their...'Better Living Through Chemistry'... brand which brought Tebon and

hundreds of other toxic chemicals (grandfathered in) into our homes and lives.  And then , lo and

behold,  enter a widespread cancer epidemic. And don't you know that Dupont's cousin corporation, Big

Pharma, brings us, wait for it, Chemotherapy.

So now, there's plastic in everything, including our food.  Of course, we get cancer. We're eating,
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breathing and bathing in toxic chemicals. We have the Chemical Corps and Big Pharma creating the

cancer protocols. DuPont creating the  diagnostic Ulms for imaging and other garbage.  Big Pharma

 controlling the narrative in Medical Schools, brainwashing the young doctors and nurses who only

have Pharmacology and Surgery as their skillset. So Chemo is the next and only logical step.

Mix that in with most people's inability to question authority (How could these Medical students ever

think to question their professors? How could Big Pharma ever be corrupt? How can we not trust our

elected oecials and the government? Unheard of. This is America?) And there you have it...a

completely instinct injured medical system. That's why I see doctors and nurses in my own community,

wearing masks and taking the shot, they can't think for themselves and they're frightened like the rest

of the sheep. Our democracy is dead. The world is never going back to the way it was. Most of our

elected oecials are bought snd paid for by Big Pharma, Big Tech and/or the cabal of Technocrat

Billionaires insinuating & manipulating the agenda.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

kauni26

Tell them all 'I'm IMMUNE CONFIDENT'!!  ...if they call you anti-vax, anti-whatever.... Leftys will accept

that ...because they've been indoctrinated to call grossly obese people 'Body ConUdent'...it's nuts...just

insane...as they are...or have been carefully taught to be...

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Love IT!

Posted On 06/13/2021
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mrrobb

I just tell them....." Medical Deferment"

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

oceansplash

It's utterly amazing and very disheartening that people I love and care about seem unfazed about

having their freedom taken away. To me this is critical and it is crucial we act now. I feel very alone with

my thoughts as everyone considers me the one who's half[-baked. God help us all!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Charly ali

I know what you mean. It's so diecult to deal with the fact that family members "don't see the

forest for the trees."

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

sio6474

Reiner Fuellmich (sp?) speaking to a Dutch interviewer said that eighty percent of a population are

generally complacent and compliant.  It is the twenty percent that have to change the tide against

the tiny percent that are leveraging power over the whole. So that twenty percent is  quite a lot of

people in relation to the enacting rulers.  At a personal level that means four Ufths of those in our

orbit are hypnotized, and close minded.   That is a lot of people to feel estranged from.
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Posted On 06/14/2021

 

notapinoy

Aside from yourself,  Dr. Mercola, there are good and bad doctors as we see now. The good one are

speaking up and the bad ones are too worried about protecting their careers. Those bad doctors are

stuck in a bad place with their debt, and licenses on the line and they further made bad decisions

without recalling their oaths to do "no harm". These bad doctors are victims of the system most likely

but nonetheless they did not follow the oath and in fact they caused great harm to their patients and

humanity. I still detest the term "vaccine" to describe this Mrna poison shot. I have no mercy for these

bad doctors, now or ever. This genocide has become a matter of survival for humanity and no quarter

shall be given for the participants.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

versatile

God does not create class. We are all born in the same class, Urst class, even the poorest person, even

those born blind, deaf, or without a limb are born in Urst class. First Class people: Free, able to think for

themselves, to choose for themselves. Able to Ught for their rights and freedoms. Proud to see and be

seen, to listen and to be heard. Able to see, hear and Ught evils when they emerge.

Second Class people: imprisoned, locked down, masked. Unable to think for themselves. Unable to

choose. Vaccinated.

Second Class people are created by bureaucracies consisting of small and large communities of

oppression - often consisting of unwitting individuals.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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IzzyKitty

Shannonaz, I read the article you linked to concerning Houston Drs. and nurses refusing the jab. Maybe

I missed it but I didn’t Und a link to support them. I’m thankful they’re standing up for their beliefs! I’m

doing the same at my place of employment and the town where I live. It’s a hard go but well worth it!

Thanks to everyone on here that are like minded on this site. I’ve learned a lot and appreciate

everyone’s input even if I disagree with some information it’s always relative to look at other points of

view.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

sio6474

The judge ruled against them.  They are going to appeal i think!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

"Where would we be without the 'Rule of Law', " they say?  Obvious naynays like not killing/not stealing

evolved into a million rules...always invoked by some silly douche-bag goody-two...to encase your

minds with peer approval or shame and shunning.  

The only Law I recognize is Kipling's Law of the Jungle (Thx Stan);  Wash daily from nose tip to tail tip;

drink deeply, but never too deep; And remember the night is for hunting and forget not the day is for

sleep. The jackal may follow the tiger, but, cub, when thy whiskers are grown, Remember the wolf is a

hunter—go forth and get food of thy own.

As an independent SOB I always detested the teachers' pets reciting rules, but lo, they became network

news reporters?  Don't try to cage my mind, Bro...Doin something here Bro so stop attempting to use

the power of doubt to Ut your frame of reality.   Every ego constructs its own persona and these silly

actors are everywhere practicing their shtick...and I ask myself why and just laugh.
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com

Well,  actually,  the ten commandments are pretty good to live by!  

Jennifer

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com........pretty much the Foundation of humans IF followed.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

frank124c

We must stand up and Ught against the big corporations and the medical establishment because they

are trying to take away our rights and freedoms. The wearing of masks and the coercion to force us to

get  vaccinated is not only a violation of our human rights but our very rights to exist since they are

both unhealthy practices. For those who follow the Bible, Deuteronomy tells us "thou shalt not cut the

skin." Our freedom to follow our religion is thus being compromised by vaccination.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13
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It takes an enlightened (not necessarily schooled) person to see the truth of what is happening by

design. It takes a courageous person to stand against what is presented by design. What is

required is an organization of like minded people unwavering in our determination to end this

monstrosity. How we accomplish this is, unfortunately,  yet to be seen.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

NigelHowitt

The only way to Ught this tyranny is to address the fundamentals and to question germ theory and the

existence and role of what are called viruses, in relation to what we call exosomes. This is the

foundational concept on which pandemics rest. Nothing else will stop medical tyranny, medical

aparthied. Nothing else will bring us back in touch with reality.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

please look up my many comments on this subject.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Astrocomical

An article came out that you cannot onfarce what is NOT law and you cannot farce what is NOT

constitutional.   So how do they get around this?  

WHY, you declare an emergency then you can bypass these pesky laws that get in the way of putting a

BOOT on your neck an an iron FIST in your face like they do in communist (pagan) countries OR

Demoncrap (Satanist) controlled areas here.
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

00

They get around the laws because they are everywhere in every oece...

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Jackieh1965

An interesting explanation regarding the Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) being used here in the

UK.  odysee.com/@Corona-Ausschuss:3/Brian-Gerrish_Sitzung-54-Zwischen-Nudgi..  

Here's a transcript with links embedded

www.ukcolumn.org/index.php/article/brian-gerrishs-testimony-to-reiner-..

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Karolina99

This article is a treasure because of the dept of information. It is supposed to be shared in every

country. Who wants to know about this Covid nonsense would be shaken with the knowledge that a

crime is going on.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

20thCenturyFox

I love this...demanding that people treat you according to (your) reality.  And how do you treat people?
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 Whatever happened to the Golden Rule?

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

srousso2

Socrates said the same thing that you all are saying here. We are in a time of transitions. Stand up for

your rights, integrity and freedoms, but lessen the drama. Stay balanced.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

jasper462000

I don’t think vaccinating people during a pandemic is a good idea. This will give rise to stronger

mutations. We haven’t heard the last of this virus. It’s like throwing more money into a bad investment.

You just keep getting deeper in the hole.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Good analogy!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com

This so called vaccine has nothing to do with the virus.  It has No virus in it.  It is to do with altering

the immune system.  The problem with that is that there is no way of knowing how your body will
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react to any other illness.  So your immune system comes across a few lurking cancer cells.  It may

have NO IDEA, what to do with them.  

The vaccine kills some soon after being given,  my brother being one of them,  but it may kill many

others down the line.

Jennifer

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com....in the US (the main source of these shot/vaccines), decades ago,

CONgress gave manufacturers the rights NOT to list ALL ingredients as they lobbied CONgress

claiming propriety rights against each other and competition. SO NO ONE really knows what's in

these shots - only the manufacturers do and they are not Listing 100% of the ingredients. So there

might be viral/protein particles or an attenuated virus in the shot. We simply do NOT know.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

What I have observed over several years is how True Americans, the "conservative" type have/are not

organizer at all. We Und ourselves with our pants down while the Marxist/democrats have been

extremely well organized even longer. What "conservative-republicans" (real ones that is) have

assumed has led to this. That assumption was basically, everything was Une and no, there are no

communists lurking in politics or any other business. The scenario we Und ourselves in did not just

happen overnight. It has been brilliantly planned FOR DECADES! DECADES while we worked, prayed,

and occasionally spoke out. And the elected, criminal, lawyer/politicians of BOTH parties laughed at

our ignorance all the while moving the line one step further without anyone noticing. Some did and

were ridiculed in the media. We are the ones scrambling to Ugure out what to do now and still are

unorganized. In MI, there are fractured groups going after different aspects of the collapse and have
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yet to recognize each other and merge. And all the while the Kenyan-born PIMP and his minions keep

hacking away at our country's foundation enjoying every minute of it.

I am among a few in MI trying to educate others but not enough are waking up I am afraid. They do not

seem to be able to make the connections between the plandemic and the "social activist's" rioting.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

skwrrl

You made a good point - this has been planned for a long time.    We have been lulled into a false

sense of security by all of our institutions for generations.    

There is a book called 'The Most Dangerous Superstition' by Larkin Rose that describes how  this

gradual consolidation of power is managed - it's an inevitable result of our belief in 'Authority'.  

Authority will  continue to encroach upon our rights as long as we give  it legitimacy.   For a larger

perspective on our situation and an unexpected solution, it's worth checking out.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Real pain is the true motivator Lak. Perhaps it's the only real way to wake those in slumber up, and

that point has not arrived yet. What threshold needs to be reached? That is the question. Those

who still feel as if things are not so bad and all will simply settle out need a real wake up call and

there are only a few ways to do that.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

balhawk
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And yet I'm convinced that there were more actual Trump voters in Michigan than actual Biden

voters.  It's exactly about organization.  The suckers are louder and more open.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Raythe4th

I’m actually surprised there hasn’t been a hit taken out on ol’ Bill yet. I’m sure thousands of patriots

would boldly step forward and take credit for that. Then the media can call everyone a conspiracy

theorist and tell the world Bill committed suicide. Never mind the 2 bullet holes in his head, he had a

quick rebex and clearly got off two shots before meeting his maker.

We need a Top 10 most wanted list, and then guaranteed fame and fortune for the bounty hunters that

actually get the job done. Maybe I shouldn’t be posting stuff like this but it’s early and my brain isn’t

working clearly until the coffee kicks in.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

stanleybecker

the Snake's predecessor Adolf Hitler BLEW his BRAINS out - seeing as how the Snake models

himself on his predecessor so precisely in the eugenics objectives we should expect the Snake to

come to the same end

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Understand the frustration, & surely we're living in a time when all men do what is right in their own
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eyes& there isn't yet that king deserved& given accordingly before the true& merciful comes, but

this isn't an Ehud & Eglon styled issue; or even a David & Goliath: take out a leader, the head, & the

thing collapses. This is a web & a thing with many heads.  

And this isn't the young, bold, as yet uncompromised David we're dealing w/ in this nation or the

other free nations of the world: it's post-Bathsheba& Uriah affair; post-ignoring Amnon's sin, &

w/the paralysis of guilty conscience & being implicated in the thing hindering as Ahithophel's &

Absalom's bitterness grew into conspiracy & rebellion.  Pick a sinless, righteous side?  This is the

truth & reality, the tragedy, of the fallen human condition requiring real, righteous, sighted faith &

the application of the sword that cuts both ways we're looking at.

It appears the time of judgment& consequence is upon us, but where are the wise King David's&

men after God's own heart? Those who know the word like the back of their own hand, even as it

clasps either sword or psaltery? And when the sword & instrument is of God,& not just the

bloodlust sword of the world& its power, & the viols of Lucifer-Satan luring men to destruction,

another lie& plot of Ahab& Jezebel seeking Urst to buy out Naboth's Udelity to God& his word to

obtain his blessing; then, failing, creating a false narrative& lie of Naboth's supposed blasphemy so

the people take him out& stone him, to obtain his vineyard illegitimately, going on as tho nothing

happened w/ both waving arms& mobilizing legs yet intact& carrying them wherever they desired

to go.  right-left

But judgment came, & judgment will come.  David's, Ahab's &Jezebel's judgments were separate &

tailored to both their sins, & their whole-hearted, divided, or utterly absent faith in God's truth. Men

will receive their false reward won by their own cunning & cleverness, a lie, Urst.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Randyfast

It would be good, if a lot more people would post "stuff like this"!

Posted On 06/13/2021
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rensmith23zohomail.com

The Snake is a socially awkward, out-of-shape reincarnation of the Fuhrer. With him dead, I wonder

who would take over. The media is among the 1% and doesn't have all the details that the people at

the top do. Many have actually been "vaccinated." The .0001% is in the know. Though only 3-4,000

of those are truly running things. The media might blame the crazy loner who shot the kindly

philanthropist. He's too white and rich to start a riot over. Schwab or Soros would appoint someone

else to Ull in. But it would be a loss to these enemies of humanity.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

I have worked with children diagnosed with Autistic Spectrum Disorder which includes Asperger's

Syndrome - a mild form of ASD. Having watched a few early clips of Gates being questioned it was

clear he falls into the spectrum with Asperger's - at least that is what I concluded. He is shown

doing the typical rocking forward and backward in the interviews. So he's very dysfunctional with

people but it does not give him the right to decide who lives and who dies.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Raythe4th

It’s always fun to see who’s public enemy number one though. I honestly think that I would rather

see George Soros or Henry Kissinger taken out Urst. Kissinger has got to be one of the most

wicked men on the face of the earth and he’s been at it for a very long time. I feel sorry for him on

judgment day. That man is probably going to get one of the bottom boors of Hell.

1. Kissinger   2. Gates   3. Soros   4. Clinton    5. Anyone with the last name of Rockefeller or

 Rothschild. " #
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Of course the Bible says we wrestle not against besh and blood, but these people are deUnitely the

tools of fallen Angels and demonic entities.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

hredwood

Until the majority wakes up this situation will carry on as new normal.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

madfusco

Actually, Catherine Austin Fitts says that it only takes 5% to lead and 20% more to follow, and then

it's changed. It's important that we Und others of like mind and stick together. The truth is what will

prevail, no matter how long it takes.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

stanleybecker

hredwood - the silent "majority" cannot wake up - sleep/ trance/ narcotized/ alcohol fuelled/ opioid

fogged out/ TV dumbed down/ media censored/ propaganda believers/ BRAIN DEAD Zombie

automatons - do you really expect these humans to WAKE UP ?????

Posted On 06/13/2021
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Lakhana13

The percentage of the population against the Brits in the 1st American Revolution (my apologies to

the brave Brits here) was somewhere between 3 -5 %. That's all it took to defeat King George. What

I would like to know is WHERE are the supposed 76 - 80,000,000 Trump voters in all this? Even at

just 5% of the American population, it would be a mere 35,000,000 Americans. So where are they?

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Esther M. Cook

A few percent will do. One organization that is doing what it takes is CSPOA, Constitutional

Sheriffs and Peace Oecers Association, led by former sheriff Richard Mack. There is one led by

Catherine Austin Fitts. Mercola is another. Lindell is another. There is Brighteon, Rumble, MeWe,

Gab, BitChute and others. The Healthy American, website led by Pastor's wife, Peggy Hall (in

Orange County California, she goes unmasked and helps others do the same). Sadly, I suspect the

majority will never wake up. They will be dead from the vaccine. Survivors will investigate all

vaccines, and the truth will end that practice.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

A big problem is Uguring out what to do. This is not a typical war. People talk about getting guns

and watering the tree of freedom, blah, blah...but WHAT do they intend to shoot? So far this has not

been fought with guns, so it's stupid to think our guns can save us. They are attacking us on so

many levels. Cutting us off on various levels of the hierarchy of needs. By reducing us to

dependency they can swoop in and enslave us. We need to Ugure out how to meet our own needs.

Form islands of sanity and prepare to be cut off.

Lockdown was a form of siege. They have other ways to pull similar tricks in the future. A major
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problem is 18th century America could care for herself without shipping things in from England. It

was a Declaration of Independence. Are we self suecient enough to declare our independence and

cut off the institutions forcing this on us?

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

JuQuDC

Lakhana-Re the Trump voters. Those in my family and friends were Urst in line at the jab cattle

calls. They see no connection at all to their freedoms. I have given up on them and consider them

wacky. I was recently told by one that my not being jabbed was “socially irresponsible “ nearly the

same language used by leftists. I think their only connection to Trump or any other non leftist pols

is lower taxes.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

hredwood

all i can say is we are screwed. will turn out like Demolition man movie we will have to go

underground.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

hredwood

Madfusco reply, all through history people rely on leaders when we do not need them. All through

history the majority wins. look at religions as example there is always tick for tack moves because

the population is always divided weather by religions, or politics or vaccine believers to non

vaccine believers. when populations are divided on issues of life then its always will be they make
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move we make move but nothing ever changes for the better. There needs to be a common

awareness or else its all just Ughting all the time between the beliefs and ours(which is more

logical)...

. Here is a question, a fundamental question: is life a torture? It is, as it is; and man has lived in this

torture centuries upon centuries, from ancient history to the present day, in agony, in despair, in

sorrow; and he doesn't Und a way out of it.

Therefore he invents gods, churches, all the rituals, and all that nonsense, or he escapes in

different ways. What we are trying to do, during all these discussions and talks here, is to see if we

cannot radically bring about a transformation of the mind, not accept things as they are, nor revolt

against them.

Revolt doesn't answer a thing. You must understand it, go into it, examine it, give your heart and

your mind, with everything that you have, to Und out a way of living differently. That depends on

you, and not on someone else, because in this there is no teacher, no pupil; there is no leader; there

is no guru; there is no Master, no Saviour. You yourself are the teacher and the pupil; you are the

Master; you are the guru; you are the leader; you are everything. And to understand is to transform

what is.

I think that will be enough, won't it?” ― Jiddu Krishnamurti

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

balhawk

As the planet tried to virtualize everything, I've de-virtualized, except for platforms like this.   But I don't

think the proper way to enlighten people is always to confront them on the whole thing, but to dole out

the most easily digestible and tastiest tidbits of the lowest-hanging fruit from a sympathetic angle, to

open the door for people to recognize this lunacy for it is of their own accord.   It may be easier to fool

people than convince them they've been fooled, but it can be done if they simply realize they've been

lied to.  "Corporations never lie to us, do they?"

The internet has been a far more effective tool for misinformation than information.  But cracks are
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forming, such as the Fauci emails and more and more prominent and very mainstream doctors and

researchers issuing dire warnings against the jabs.  And these will increase, and in concert with

people's personal experiences, the truth will gain momentum.

When confronting people who are "just following orders" as described about 48 minutes into the video,

it is most important for US to be the cool-headed ones, and let THEM be the hysterical ones.  Always

act from a position of strength, for we truly ARE in the position of strength, but so many simply don't

know it - yet.  When I've been in line I've been often making small talk about how silly the whole thing is,

and have found a surprising percentage of people who agree.  Sometimes it just takes one person to

point out the emperor is wearing nothing.

In an ironic vein, this lunacy about getting jabbed or wearing a mask has led me to re-think people

wearing masks.  It can now be regarded as a badge of honor of sorts, like rappers embracing the

n-word.  Say it aloud, I'm unjabbed and I'm proud!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

kbamaeld

I am in total shock at my age that the World has come to this. I used to teach and saw stupid coming. I

have had several careers and saw stupid coming. I watched people have kids and although they did

what parents were supposed to do I saw stupid coming. I notice people talking loud and dangerous and

it sounds like they will convince many and did, and now we have stupid in the White House. I now pin

my hopes on checking the facts and for that I thank you for providing them, however stupid doesnt like

that. I wait for the Nuremberg trials to shine the light on stupid, however during this time stupid says

wear a mask, get a vax, stay in step. When stupid is found guilty at Nuremberg how many of them will

be sentenced ? This is a trial run for stupid and stupid will not give up. That is my fear. However, stupid

being stupid will always be outsmarted and this is what I am looking for. To all the smart people, the

ones that still read, the ones that still debate instead of being beat down, thank you for not being

stupid!

Posted On 06/13/2021
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00

In Houston, Texas the nurses, techs and doctors at Methodist Hospital are refusing the Covid jab - you

can go to https://gofund.me/06fcefdb   to help them. This could be our best chance at getting the

passport dumped. Wait a minute - they are pressuring them in Texas?  I thought Texas was free... oh

well, I am supporting them, as it is supporting us all.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

psychoticthumper

It looks like we are being forced into a civil war. What they are trying to do is illegal and immoral. It's

evil! Fighting it is a cause worth dying for. We owe it to future generations to leave to them a world

worth living in. Yeah, I will Ught to my death if that is what it takes. Without freedom and liberty, without

accountability and compassion, we have NOTHING!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

clones

Learning to position oneself legally is absolutely essential. The law all across the world is based on

biblical principles and by using their own laws against these people have been able to put a dent in the

plans. Find Alfonse Faggiolo (Iamhassentmetoyou.com) who had been using aedavits to great

success and telegram group (of his name) with a quickly growing group of people all over the world

(7600 ppl) who are helping each other with their legal issues. Randy Kelton (ruleobawradio.com) who

quietly got a criminal complaint entered against Gov Abbott of Texas, which coincidentally followed

with Abbott dropping allrestrictions in Texas and then 20 other states followed (you can Und his 153 pg

complaint on his site, it could be edited for use in other locations) as well as using Bar grievances

against attorneys and judicial complaints against judges which can be powerful as these positions rely
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on insurance to continue in their jobs, Steve Emerson (Florida, not sure about a site) has had a lot of

success helping ppl sue people in the system), Peggy Hall (thehealthyamerican.com), lots of goods

information and documents that can be used to not be coerced in illegally "mandates."

Crrow777radio.com has a lot of great podcasts with a lot of legal information which has helped the

learning process

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mcburch

Yesterday I did just what CJ Hopkins said. I did not pull up my mask when I was grocery shopping in

Greece, and the cashier asked me to pull it up. It created a big stir with everyone in line, the cashiers,

the customers. I kept repeating that I as a human being have the right to breathe. I said, "It's now over a

year and half and it makes no sense to not allow us as human beings to breathe naturally." People were

paying attention. I got push back that I should follow the rule, someone asked me to step away from

them, but it felt good, in a kind of awakening feeling. A small protest... just a drop in the bucket but

some attention on the insane rules that are still being mandated.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Charly ali

The discussion of trusting authority has brought up a traumatic incident, for me. When I was three

years old, my father was pulled over for a motor vehicle violation, not speeding - it was on a street just

around the corner from where we lived. Well, the policeman decided to arrest him, and when he put the

handcuffs on him, I started to cry and begged him not to take him away - I became hysterical, but to no

avail. He took him away in the handcuffs - and I was inconsolable, as we walked home, my mother, two

brothers and I. Not long after this, I went out one day looking for him. I walked to where I could see the

place it happened. It wasn't far from the school where my older brother was going to kindergarten. I

walked onto the lawn, and fell asleep. The next thing I knew a young policeman was tapping me, asking

me if I was alright. I said yes, He asked me if I was lost, and I said no because I lived just around the
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corner. He drove me around the corner, and he parked a few houses back from where I lived. I told him

about what had happened to my Father, and that I wanted to go to the police station to see him. He said

he didn't think he would still be there, now. Then I saw my Mother coming up the street. I was still

determined to Und my Father, so I didn't want to get out of the patrol car, only when my Mother started

to cry, I went with her. I didn't remember this until I started having bashbacks, in my dreams as an adult,

and I asked my mother if the incident happened, and she said yes, you were hysterical. The

ramiUcations of authorities. I'm not anti- police, I actually support them, but I have had many questions,

regarding civil liberties, and human rights. Because we have camaraderie here, I'm able to share this.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Sgtmom

I usually travel light, but on my Urst road trip in 2 years I decided to welcome back small businesses by

spending a bit. Bisbee, AZ was still, strangely, masking up in many places. My sister knew a cafe/gift

shop/grocery place she wanted to order pizza. Signs on the doors demanded masks which even in

New Mexico the Covidiots weren’t enforcing. She masklessly ordered with no issues while I attempted

to purchase a small $20.00 item. The cashier bristled, asking where my mask was. I told her I don’t

mask. She wagged a box of China made surgical masks at me with a smug smile. I set my item down

quietly saying “ you must not need my business” much to her shock. My sister was instructed to pay

that same cashier as they started cooking her pizza. I saw her money was taken with no mask issues,

so I rejoined her, saying “ The CDC...” “ We don’t adhere to the CDC, she interrupted. “ This is our

hooooome. We require you to wear a mask”. She didn’t realize my sister and I were together, and

discriminated against me but not her. I asked if she also required crutches or wheelchairs to be served.

She ordered me to leave the premises, slammed my sister’s pizza down and snarled she wouldn’t be

welcome back in the future. I embarrassed my sister, but had to explain just because I’m not gay or “ of

color” I was still discriminated against while she wasn’t, and it was just as wrong. Sis vaguely agreed,

but I suspect she still thought I was just being a jerk...

Posted On 06/13/2021
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Unvaxxed2

Supposedly the CDC is going to hold an emergency meeting on the deaths from the vaccine. Anybody

see this? I just saw something on GAB News about this. Not sure what the details are. Also, former

PUzer VP is saying the vaccine will kill children. Sorry, They're not giving much detail.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

So many masochistic fools enjoy this hell-on-earth dystopia. Too bad we can't hog tie every one of the

idiots and hand them over to the NWO to have their way with.

I avoid them as much as possible. No need to segregate me. The mask zealots, snitches, and "Karens"

should be regarded as Klaus Schwab's foot soldiers. This dystopia is only possible thanks to the Judas

next door. Unlike the Holocaust there is no "blue eyed" race to beneUt. We're all "Jews." Volunteer to let

Mengele experiment on you for extra rations or cigarettes. But you're still a prisoner like the rest.

Balkanize for freedom. I don't care who you voted for. If you oppose this tyranny I'm your friend. If not,

you're a traitor and threat to humanity for enabling evil. Keep AWAY!!!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

balhawk

The ironic thing is that if we stay Urm, we're bound to be a majority sooner or later.

Posted On 06/14/2021
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StevieBee

From the Nuremberg Trial (1945) Herman Goering was asked “How did you convince the German

people to accept all this?”

Goering’s answered, “It was easy and has nothing to do with Nazism. The only thing a government

needs to turn people into slaves is fear. If you can Und something to scare them you can make them do

anything you want.”

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mrrobb

Oh yes.....the BIG LIE.!!!  Millions are so 'caught up' in this BIG LIE......and governments are ramming it

right down our throats......or pumping it in your arms... www.historiography-project.com/.../biglie.php  

 and this is how the Ulthy J&$  are gonna own the earth..

 www.historiography-project.com/.../biglie.php    And we will be lucky to see Christmas this year......its

11:59:59.9 as long as them 'News' creators  keep pumping that sh!t  into the minds of  the mass

majority...... Oh well....this Old Man  I might be crawling back Into  My Mountain...a bit further ..still

smillin :)

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

When you stop smilin the world has ended :)

Posted On 06/13/2021
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rensmith23zohomail.com

Not the mass majority. Only a little over half. There are pockets of sanity. I will spend this summer

trying to wake up the fellow freedom lovers who just haven't Ugured out what's going on yet. There

are people not worth bothering with though. Not just wearers of the mask but lovers of it. Not just

essential for a sense of security but how they identify. They brag about shunning others

(Lockdowns) and not only boast about their "vaccine" card but shame you for not. What can you do

with these pieces of work?

I left Facebook willingly. Only went to "jail' one time for quoting someone else who had issued a

death threat on my people. That was called "hate speech" for me. But not the woman who

originated the threat.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

9thgenclair

Re Top Story with C.J Hopkins, Take up the Fight. More tools for your Tool Box;  1) Should you be

directions to vacate an establishment on demand without service.  Demand that in writing from the

Management only. They will be on record as denying you your Human Rights under International Law,

The Nuremberg Code (1947) and into the future The New Nuremberg Trials 2021.

2) Just as important into the Future of " Building Back Better" as being the new Buzz words of the G7

Politicians is to make it a point to ensure the perpetrators of this" Great Reset" are all voted out of

oece into the future and call for regulatory changes to ensure this Sham will not be possible into the

future violating,  We The People Human Rights. These are a couple of points that will truly Build Back

Better for our Highest Good and Best Interest.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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juliapearson01gmail.com

here in Melbourne Australia their NLP is working....So many people are running to get the jab after, yet

another lockdown. Its bizarre. I am sure the latest so called outbreak, cluster, was a ploy to drive

people by fear to get the jab. We are still not allowed to go past 28 ks!! How insane. And masks are

mandated to be worn inside and outside, please!!! So people are muzzling up!! Not me! Here people are

still believing in all the BS re the deaths. I am still unsure what the truth is re this. They are now saying

to people they need to tell those who, for example, maybe at a supermarket and show signs of sniÄe

they should say to them to go get a test. And this other one 'we won't be safe until we are all safe' re

getting the vaccine. In this state of Melbourne well its communist Melbourne, Victoria. I know quite a

few people don't by the BS. I sure as hell don't. I am unwell, with a nasty lung disease, I am old, but

there is no way I would get that jab. According to MSM we have only had two deaths here from the

AstraZeneca jab. I wonder how true this is!!!

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Bigbetch

Hi Julia, Here in WA a few weeks ago we also had a one week lockdown and mandatory masks. I

asked a number of my clients an "indirect" question... "What % of the population do you think are

wearing masks, not because they think they should, but so others wont confront them." They all

said in the region of 90% . This is how we manipulate ourselves.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

Bigbetch.... The "power" of Divide & Conquer has never been more prevalent than in these dark

days. Mask v No Mask; Vaxxed v No vaxxed - all designed to silence those who should stand up

but have accepted silence as a way to get through the day. Sad, & disturbing really.
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Esther M. Cook

Lakhana, you are so right about people being quiet about these immoral masks. I wore one for a

few days in August 2020, but by September I had found out that masks, 6 foot distancing and

handwashing are are part of Satanic initiation ceremonies. I absolutely will not wear one now,

except if I should visit certain fanatic family members.I have a medical condition that let me say "I

cannot wear a mask safely," and people respected that. But I never regarded as enuf just to avoid

suffocating myself. Every time I saw another unmasked face, I thanked them for showing their

God-given face.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Esther, I just found that out too. Force us to practice Satanic ceremonies and ban church

gatherings. Forsaking the Assembly has become permanent in many places. Things are back to a

temporary normal in my rural county in a red state. I'm going to have a series of "Truth Parties" at a

local diner that stayed open. About 10 dinners with 8 guests around a table. I'll arrange a power

point on my laptop and hand out some leabets. And homemade quinine. If each shares the leabets

with 3-5 others, pretty soon 300 will have woken up. We can Ugure out ways to work together. What

lockdown was meant to prevent. I also plan on sharing how to implement this over Brighteon.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

drbobsmate2

Its refreshing to have a counter narrative to govt 'narrative' .... its horrifying to see the govt narrative as
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being the only 'true' narrative and your similarity to 'cult' is undeniable

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

If there is a two tier society I want to be on the outside. My guess is those people won't be masked and

"socially" distanced since they're already lepers. I want no part of the oligarchy's New Abnormal. If

anyone escapes the impending slavery it will be little pockets of us Savages breaking away. Brave New

World style. Let the masochistic morons spend their wretched "lives" in eeciency apartments, seldom

allowed to leave, tracked and traced everywhere, with masks resembling feed bags for the cattle they

so longed to become. Hoping to Und a community and self sustain with help from a few others. This

whole thing is turning me into a misanthrope. Maybe it's just that the new breed of homo sapiens have

gone full Eloi. There's nothing to do but let the Morlocks have them.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Almond

mnpearl... Likewise.  We had some terrible mandate enforcement in this Democrat state.  Heavy Unes

for minor mask infractions.

There is something new in the wind.  Sudden change.  I went to town today and noticed very few

people wearing masks.   Earlier, I did the minimum possible since I could not afford Unes and did not

want to draw attention to myself.  Ridiculous.  I wore the face shield.  However, between my glasses

and naturally curly hair, it would ride up and often ended up more like a visor than a shield.  No matter.

 No one cared as long as I went thru the motions of complying.  People are fed up.  If anyone

comments, I will ask them if they are inquiring about my medical records--because, by law, this is a

violation of my privacy that can be prosecuted.  Personally, I don't believe most people give a rip.  We

have heard the dire statistics, but not seen the bodies piled high on street corners if that were the

honest truth.  We know the data we are given is unreliable in every way, from the tests to the case
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numbers.  People are starting to question things--esp. when they know more people dying of the jab

than covid.  Flip-Flop- Fauci cried wolf once too often and has lost his credibility.  I do not believe

enlightened people will return to the days of yore.  The sheeple will be cowering in the face of the

pushback.

The present political administration has little power.  The greater threat to liberty is that tyrants come

forward to Ull the void.  Much will depend on where the loyalty of troops and (constitutional) sheriffs

lie.  Today, I have hope.  My thoughts are the same as when I was diagnosed with advanced cancer.  I

had no fear of dying because I expected to survive, recover and overcome.  The question in the

forefront of my mind was, "How much hell will I need to go thru before that happens?" A wise doctor

told me that survivors are easy to recognize because they are hard-wired differently from the get-go.

 Learn to identify survivors.

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Have you looked into "Freedom Cells"? I don't buy into everything they teach. But they have some

great ideas. We can't win this war with guns, because it isn't being waged with guns. What so many

right wing Americans can't grasp. Who are they proposing to shoot? The local police? The snitch

next door? You can't morally run around shooting people just for being jerks. The positive side?

This current system won't last long. It isn't meant to. The real challenge is keeping order and

structure amid the orchestrated chaos.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Almond

jennycat...Check out NDF+ and it's ability to release tightly bound toxins.

Posted On 06/15/2021
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fra1531

Many won't be able to Ught back when they are dead or so sick they can barely stand.  It will be too late.

 If these elite murderers won't take you out in one way, they will Und another.  Turning us against each

other has been planned since they murdered JFK.

Posted On 06/15/2021

 

JMJ.Skandia

Thank you Dr. Mercola. We TRUST you and your research. We BLESS you for your courage to keep

telling the TRUTH!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

robbie2u

The concepts of motion may be important for any lasting change to occur. Overcoming inertia and

creating momentum. Actions points if spread too far apart may not lead the observer to connect the

dots or to believe that their is something there of importance as I suspect media stories without follow

up leave the TV viewer believing less than more that it is signiUcant.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

dermot.sweenoutlook.com

Posting the likes of open letters to governments and medical authorities I think gets around censorship
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as you are just posting about the actual fact of the letter being sent to authorities and what was

mentioned in said open letters. You also would be posting through the open letter actual scientiUc and

medical concern about the truth of governmental policy.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Kevin131

Yup.

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

JoshuaHansen

Maximum censorship and purging, heavy pressure to be vaccinated, and other measures by which

powerful entities overplay their hand are now, in my view, HIGHLY DESIRABLE, as they furnish the

perfect environment for the speedy development of Web 3.0 and of early movements toward the

network state, phenomena that may restore freedom, property, reliable contracts, free speech,

exchange, low time preferences, and the process of civilization. Some years of misery can help to

support a beautiful future. I may be overly optimistic, but I am very much enjoying present

circumstances, as, for the Urst time in decades, I have hope for the future.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Knoxlowe

HIPAA regulations are all about the privacy of your medical information and the security of your

information.  Immunized or not, you do not have to tell anyone your private medical information.

 However, note that HIPAA regulations only apply to medical organizations.  A commercial business or

your employer can ask if you have been vaccinated.  But, you do not have to answer.  If they ask why
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you are not vaccinated, they are treading on thin ice.  If you feel compelled to answer such a question,

they may be forcing you to unwillingly disclose a disability and this could get them into discrimination

trouble.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Peri1224

I guess it's better late than never, but as a lifelong leftist, this guy was for decades aiding and abetting,

or at least not opposing, the globalists' Cultural Marxism that carries a big part of the blame for the

sh.thole our world has become in the last 50 years. Legions of useful idiots (how true) have

contributed to that decline, including, sadly, people from my own family. They believed - uncritically - all

the garbage that was pouring out of the idiot box, imagining they were modern and progressive... while

looking down on more reasonable people as old-fashioned, reactionaries and other epithets the

Marxists were hanging on them. And the globalists were salivating behind the scenes. That it takes

massive depopulation in actual progress to wake them up from their leftist stupor proves just how

died-in-the-wool they were/are. Elsewhere it's reported that 90% of Democrats are planning to have the

injection, while only 50% of Republicans. Karma? Everybody, particularly leftists, that come to their

senses should be at the forefront in the Ught against the globalists. They now know the difference

between good and evil.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

hvhy.org

Search for Are You Lied To About The Bible? and you will understand what's really going on.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

joero_

My grandson just received a letter from his University that he will not be allowed back in the fall

without proof of vaccination.  How do you Ught this?

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Kevin131

Ask a lawyer, not a doctor... That should be your Urst action, ask the right people what to do...

boycotting university is the best option in my opinion. He'd learn more working that being

indoctrinated by psychopaths at university...

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

larry_e

I usually don't comment when there have already been so many, but this issue has been the focus of

my work.

"Where does the concept of lockdown come from? Prison." One of the most deeply-held secrets of this
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planet is that it IS a prison. You will not Und this data unless you go way out on the "fringes" of serious

thought. L. Ron Hubbard, Courtney Brown; people like that. You won't even Und this data in the "New

Age" channeled data, which is quite voluminous. It is not a prison for bodies; it is a prison for spiritual

beings.

Remnants of the power group that installed the control system here still exist. They have seen the

people of this planet rise out of their last cataclysm (approx. 12,000 years ago) and reestablish here a

post-industrial civilization capable of space travel and deep levels of self-awareness. This level of

development here is very threatening to the "prison wardens." They are now desperate to Und some way

to keep us under control even as we discover ways to avoid their control forever. This is the actual big

picture as I see it. No recent social events of a calamitous nature have NOT involved external inbuence.

External to this planet.

The issues and observations of people who see the obvious push towards a loss of freedom are astute

and well-taken. But all that can be generated from this alone is a sort of crude social/political

resistance. We need much better than that to actually succeed. We need the ability to be genuinely

spiritually free. This is a new look for all but a few commentators. I hope that more will at least start

talking about it.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

RCaugh

Unfortunately, the voices of the resistance grow weaker and weaker so that there simply is no venue

for us to gather in strength and numbers to matter.  At this point, all I'm hoping for is the ability to be

left alone to choose not to take the experimental drug.  Convincing others even just to wait on the drug

doesn't work anymore,  most I know have succumbed and survived, so just think I'm a nut case.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Javaned
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RCough - that's their plan, they can't kill too many people at once (for now) -- the majority received

watered down "vaccine" or pure saline. We appear nut cases without credibility anymore, the

injected feel good and are absolutely conUdent to run again for the next shots and busters, one of

which may  be the fatal.

 Explain to them, they are now self-enrolled in the slave herd and will participate in never ending

Russian rulettes (no Russians involved, though!).

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Meanjean23

However brilliant Hopkins is perceived to be, he is wrong about Adolf Hitler.  Everyone who agrees with

him needs to watch this: www.bitchute.com/.../YOHVOHX68Z8F  The truth is out there.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Kevin131

Hitler was against the Rothschild banking fraud, Churchill was the Rothschild proxy... In simple

terms...

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

Lakhana13

“There was nothing there in the dark that wasn’t there when the lights went on.” ..............some have

known this all along while the greater portion have ignored it.
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

marianne14

did or did not over 1 mlllon people die of covid world wide ?? werent thosands of people hosptilized

and died in hospital and nursing homes of covid  ??

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Good question since their is no evidence the virus was ever isolated and proved to exist. People

died, but what did they truly die of and how were they classiUed...especially all the people who had

2 or more co morbidities.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

there

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mrrobb

for years millions died every year from Flu.....and mmany more from snake bites and more from

murders...more from suicide  and car accidents  and Million die ever year from MEDICAL

Mistakes.Opps..wrong patient??????  oh  we are Sorrrrry.......tough  sh!t.. but now all ya hear about

is covid this or covid that.....learn to THINK with your own mind......jezzzzz  not what some idiot in
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Da magazines or Newspapers or the TV  TELL you to kinow...LOL.....wake up.......we are only being

spoon fed a bucket of nice warm S H ! T...www.historiography-project.com/.../biglie.php

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

A lot of people did die. But out of 7,700,000,000 only 1,000,000 is pretty small. NOT the Spanish

bu. More like the Hong Kong Flu that happened while the youngsters went to Woodstock.

The lockdown and masks do not work. Compare New York to North Dakota. Or California to

Florida.

There were sane, sensible ways this could have been dealt with. Focus on protecting those in

nursing homes and retirement centers where most of the deaths occurred, encourage the elderly to

stay home and let the rest build herd immunity. It would have ended by fall of 2020.

Ventilation, Vitamin D3, lose weight if obese, if sick self quarantine and avoid the ER with

Invermectin, HQ, zinc. Use the hydrogen peroxide nebulizer treatments Dr. Mercola has

recommended.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

bee70578

One rule for covid diagnosis, a different one for vaccine fatalities, and no post-mortems. What a

farce.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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Lotek

What explains my experience? I have not ever seen anyone challenged for vaccine documentation.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Jackaroni

Shannonaz, I think that any workers required by their place of employment to get vaccinated, should be

insured BY THE EMPLOYER to cover any life-long lost wages and medical care due to harm by the

vaccine.  They should also be compensated for pain and suffering.  Employees should not be forced to

take on a risk that could cost them their health, ability to support themselves, pain and suffering, and

even their lives, in order to keep their jobs.  I hope to see any employee who was forced by their

employer to be vaccinated, and was then harmed by that vaccine, to successfully sue their employer

for damages. Unfortunately this will not restore their health, but at least this will offer some

compensation, and hopefully discourage these employers from continuing to require vaccines.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mpk3149

Good luck getting Germans to rebel. Historically they have always been sheep.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Are not the German people critical thinkers or have they lost this crucial function too?
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Esther M. Cook

"Craven" means scared "out of your wits," so frightened that you increase the danger.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com

Interesting re US as opposed to Europe.  I'm in the UK,  have never worn a mask,  to start with had a

thing saying exempt,  I wrote it.  Now I don't bother with it nor dose my husband, children, or

grandchildren.  No one ever says anything.  I don't think they will ultimately get round to the vaccine

passport.  How can they check.  I have no smart phone so cannot do it digitally,  many others don't

either.  Today I spoke to a, Lithuanian at a "stand in the Park" demo.  Lithuania have just cancelled their

vaccine passport so has Israel,  it just didn't work.  Businesses were not going to turn away customers

because they hadn't got it.  Some European Countries are back to normal,  a friend went to Gibraltar

last week  to visit relations. She told me all was normal,  went clubbing Saturday night then to the

Casino.  No distancing,  no masks. The UK seems to be the most pathetic of all,  just some of us

rebelling,  but not enough. Jennifer

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Refreshing post and hope its all Unally being seen for what it IS!

Posted On 06/13/2021
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bee70578

And the result of the recent Liverpool street party 'test' was 15 covid-19 cases out of the 600

present.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Fiona2

What is that German word again please? Did anyone catch it? Tried to go back and listen/look but no

CC on this presentation. Thanks.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

ina24275

Gleichschaltung

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

tmz7747

Just a note, The book, “They Thought They Were Free,” is available as a free PDF download in this

article, is managed by by google drive. If you're approved, you then receive a link for the download. The

only option is to read it online.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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rgs8275

also on “goodreads”

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Cabochon

Probably the most important article to date on mercola.com and goes some way to explaining the

Trump phenomenon.  “Suddenly around 2016, there was Brexit and Trump and various reactionary

populist movements rising up in Europe……I can't help but see the rollout of the ‘new normal’ and this

whole narrative……as a more totalitarian version of global capitalist society.”  The Boris Broadcasting

Corporation did an effective  hatchet job on Trump -  not too diecult bearing in mind Trump’s lack of

linguistic skills and odd appearance. But, love him or loathe him and assuming his election was not

rigged, it seemed to rebect a spontaneous rejection by the U.S.electorate of the politically correct

narrative.  

Brexit is trickier to analyse, as it was the Tory party who took us both into the European Union and out if

it but endless, superbuous bureaucratic EU diktats helped cement the Brexit following -  little point in

exchanging the excesses of Wastemonster for those of Brussels.  The big surprise was having elected

the mainly pro Brexit party, its leaders turned out to be neither pro- nor anti- Brexit but just a kabal of

globalist fellow travellers, agenda hidden in plain sight, proving once and for all that party politics are a

side show, the old colonial trick of divide and conquer a distraction from the main agenda. Remember

‘Tory Blair’  was not a misprint of his Urst name but a comment on his politics.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Cabochon

“The main enemy is humanity itself” from the bio of Klaus Schwab, link provided by Panamadana
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(comments page 10th June). Thanks, Panamadana, for that very revealing  link:

 unlimitedhangout.com/2021/02/investigative-reports/schwab-family-value..  Once a Na-zi, always

a Na-zi. That particular leopard does not change its spots. Call it what you want - the new world

order, the swamp, the Great Reset, the World Economic Forum, Agenda 21, The Fourth Industrial

Revolution, The Bilderberg Foundation, the BMGF, The Club of Rome, the Trilateral Commission,

“Build Back Better” or read the Schwab bio plus the Amazon reviews of his scribblings. Why was he

not arrested after submitting the proof to his publisher of his homicidal plans? Is it now acceptable

to advertise your crimes before committing them? First create a problem, add in some fear and

hysteria, offer only one solution, the sheople will not only accept it, be thankful for it but will

worship you as their saviour. The fulUlment of the Na-zi  dream is not too far away.

 unlimitedhangout.com/2021/02/investigative-reports/schwab-family-value..

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com

No,  the Conservatives took us into "The Common Market" that bore practically no resemblance to

the EU.  It was just about creating a level playing Ueld for trade.  That is why it was called The

Common Market!!!! It never even did that. Then it was not about a Federal Europe with laws made

by unelected Commissioners or total loss of Sovereignty.

Thank goodness we got our lives back,  (well except for the evil lies about the FLU which will

ultimately wreck the world except for the Elite billionaires who want most of us dead and the few

left slaves). Still I'd rather risk it all outside the EU!

Jennifer

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Randyfast

I've always referred to klaus as a na-zi. I don't need a link to conUrm the obvious - although, I'm
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sure it will help others.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rgs8275

Absolutely disgusting.  These occurrences need to be fought back with a legal vengeance.  No mercy

for those imposing such nonsense.

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/new-hampshire-school-labels-unv..

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

M.H.Deal

Hmm!  Milton Mayer, another native Chicagoan, an ever skeptical and sarcastic brood.   Must be

something in the water.   Tiresome and historical inaccurate to hear this harping on the *** as the

fulminators of all evil because the roots of their fulminations in part began with Woodrow Wilson and

The Committee on Public Information [see George Creel, How We Advertised America] that employed

such later "inbuencers" as Ernest Bernays and Walter Lippman.   The rise and enthronement of social

sciences and psychology, as in the earlier French sociologists, together with mass printing and the

mass distribution of its products, led to where we is today.  A long, winding, torturous road, on a never

completed journey.   Oh yea, Wilson's presidency ended badly with the suspicion that Edith, wife #2,

was the power behind the throne.   A little more than a century later looks like history is rhyming with

Biden and his #2.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Randyfast
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Did you mean Edward Bernays?

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mrrobb

yes......meantime...the 5G towers are blooming all over  by the millions....and billions have their

Vaxxx....so they will be dying off and creating medical mess  with trying to become Un crippled or

suffering with pulsy or blood clots etcetcetc.. over loading what ever medical facilities are available

....and the Unal Shock-N-Awe will be the mass eradication of billions via DEW... Direct Energy

Weapons.......RF Radiation.EMF  poisoning www.theburningplatform.com/.../2  --

www.newworldwar.org/.../directed-energy-weapons-dew

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mrrobb

and how do ya stop them?  each unit has its own power supply...them have alarms  and video... and

if one is taken out there are a dozen more to take its place. yeah 5G is wonderful... .until its starts

cooking you and your family...and everything you worked for  , Poof.... Oh No...I can hear them

laughing....as they roll up their sleeves  and don the Mask and wonder around watching TV  so

some simple idiot can dictate  to you about the 'real news' from FoX or cbc or bbc or some  others

 liars.. www.newworldwar.org/dewintro.htm

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Lakhana13

Again, my assessment of not having any organized group to follow through at....... Ull in the

blanks.....
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mrrobb

themillenniumreport.com/2019/08/was-5g-developed-as-a-directed-energy-..

seems I ain't the only one who knows this..

'

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Florida1

This is truly a serious subject deserving of attention, but Dr. Horton is probably disinformation, i.e.,

some truth, some lies. Just as with Covid, DEWs are rife with disinformation.

www.forbes.com/sites/michaelpeck/2021/03/08/the-pentagon-wants-to-arm-..

www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-secret-undercover-army-159..

www.forbes.com/sites/michaelpeck/2021/03/02/the-pentagon-fears-that-de..

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mrrobb

Florida1.......all magazines  along with 'Newspapers"  and TV , are all slanted  toward the NWO or

World Economic Forum which is 98% Jew  owned  and Edited.....just like the censors are

attempting to censor(Edit) the internet and have done a bit of trashing anything against the NEW

World Odour...or` one of its culling scams  called civid19.......and the very nmasty money maker
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 called their toxic vaccines.

They even tried to shout Mercola  down with threats

even the Text book you have supposed to have 'learned from'....are all printed and EDITED  by the

same slime that edits everything they don't want the average person to KNOW..or

question.....simply put all you KNOW is what someone or thing TOLD you to know...

And reading some 'newspaper or magazine" is NOT KNOWING....only what some assumed

'Journalist' wants YOU to know...and since you wasn't there to see and witness the event or

scientiUc  occurrence.....all you kno0w is what  some one ASSUMED to Know or was told to print or

say.......

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mrrobb

Florida1..........an example of this disinformation is Text books say Einstein  created the Atomic

bomb  ....lie...or Einstein did the E=MC2......which is another LIE.  and this is just one thing....Edison

invented the light bulb..he did not....

and on and on Lie after Lie..brainwashed into the minds of kids ....propaganda.. Hitler  in his Mein

Kamf wrote about the BIG LIE..

www.historiography-project.com/.../biglie.php

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

hredwood

circleofmamas.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Frontline-Workers-Testimo..
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

Itsmyright

Do they publish these circleofmamas.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Frontline-Workers-Testimo..  

Some of the deaths after vaccination, not just Ugures but the person's actual stories

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

violanewman

Thanks for the link.  It just makes me so angry that these deaths are being swept under the rug.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

warnelbigpond.com.au

You idiot.All the leaders in all the counties and all the scientists ( sorry not all Just the vast majority)

have got together to pull a reset,why? because they can! and it will make their lives so much

better,how? And they pulled Trump down,he didn't bury himself in ignorance and stupidity? 600,000 US

dead -no thats just made up ! part of the con. You idiot!

Posted On 06/14/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Receive the truth in this....but most certainly not the 'white' hat/'black' hat, 'white' Pope/'black' Pope

assumptions woven in & throughout this man's interpretation of both the problem and his solution to it.
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Men aren't looking high enough & making idols of mere men only leads to the antichrist solution &

delusion & kingdom...the very problem they seek to escape.  Turning from this fallen & insuecient man

& system to that heading another arm of the same system winking at & denying the whole truth, & not

permitting it to be spoken as 'divisive'.....is ultimately self-defeating not only in the temporal, but also in

the eternal.  Trump is part of the world's system, & with other elites left & right, bows to & serves the

antichrist placeholder & its Babylonian system drawing all in to serve its ends & spirit.  More vain

Genesis 11, 2 Corinthians 11, John 3:1-21 trance-formation & craft:  and not that true also presented in

John 3:1-21 (God's word accomplishing what its sent for), and Romans 12,  1&2 Peter, 1-3 John & Jude

KJB.  Also Acts 20 & Revelation 2&3; Zechariah & Hebrews.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

SaucySue

Firstly, I do not see a difference between a vaccination card, a passport, and a driving license. All of

which show some kind of proof. Getting a Flu shot carries a "card" of sorts as it is documented.

Parents must show proof of vaccination for their children in order to prevent the spread of disease

within the classroom. Secondly, I think we need to be very careful in suggesting that we are using Nazi

era tactics without suecient proof. This just creates dissonance, fear and anger that may not be

merited.

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

brodiebrock12

A drivers license and passport are not injected into human tissue and do you truly believe once

such a card or passport was put into place sheep would not be able to escape annual mandatory

injections for whatever big pharma believes you need? Just how trusting and of critical thought are

you?
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Posted On 06/13/2021

 

mrrobb

Nazi tactics??  LOL......the big lie is thousands of years old  and that is just what this is all

about........just what THEY want you to THINK you KNOW........bBain Training or brainwashing,

propaganda.....or >>>>     www.historiography-project.com/.../biglie.php

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

chuxtuff

Your comment makes it clear YOU haven't "woke up" yet. The proof (of their crimes) is all around

you. IF you care to open your eyes. And turn off the fake news!! That will poison your mind quicker

then anything...

Posted On 06/13/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

All humans are walking diseases waiting to spread. Yeah, got it. Stay home forever. Please.

Posted On 06/13/2021
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